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ABSTRACT – The term idiopathic focal epilepsies of childhood (IFE) is not
formally recognised by the ILAE in its 2010 revision (Berg et al., 2010), nor
are its members and boundaries precisely delineated. The IFEs are amongst
the most commonly encountered epilepsy syndromes affecting children.
They are fascinating disorders that hold many “treats” for both clinicians
and researchers. For example, the IFEs pose many of the most interesting
questions central to epileptology: how are functional brain networks invol-
ved in the manifestation of epilepsy? What are the shared mechanisms of
comorbidity between epilepsy and neurodevelopmental disorders? How
do focal EEG discharges impact cognitive functioning? What explains the
age-related expression of these syndromes? Why are EEG discharges and
seizures so tightly locked to slow-wave sleep?
In the last few decades, the clinical symptomatology and the respective
courses of many IFEs have been described, although they are still not
widely appreciated beyond the specialist community. Most neurologists
would recognise the core syndromes of IFE to comprise: benign epilepsy
of childhood with centro-temporal spikes or Rolandic epilepsy (BECTS/RE);
Panayiotopoulos syndrome; and the idiopathic occipital epilepsies (Gas-
taut and photosensitive types). The Landau-Kleffner syndrome and the
related (idiopathic) epilepsy with continuous spikes and waves in sleep
(CSWS or ESES) are also often included, both as a consequence of the sha-
red morphology of the interictal discharges and their potential evolution
from core syndromes, for example, CSWS from BECTS. Atypical benign
focal epilepsy of childhood also has shared electro-clinical featureswarran-
ting inclusion. In addition, a number of less well-defined syndromes of IFE
have been proposed, including benign childhood seizures with affective
symptoms, benign childhood epilepsy with parietal spikes, benign child-
hood seizures with frontal or midline spikes, and benign focal seizures of
adolescence.
The term“benign” is oftenused in connectionwith the IFEs and is increasin-
gly being challenged. Certainly most of these disorders are not associated
with the devastating cognitive and behavioural problems seen with early
childhood epileptic encephalopathies, such as West or Dravet syndromes.
However, it is clear that specific, and sometimes persistent, neuropsycholo-
gical deficits in attention, language and literacy accompanymany of the IFEs
that, when multiplied by the large numbers affected, make up a significant
public health problem. Understanding the nature, distribution, evolution,
risk and management of these is an important area of current research.
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A corollary to such questions regarding comorbidities is the role of focal
interictal spikes and their enduring impact on cognitive functioning. What
explains the paradox that epilepsies characterised by abundant interictal
epileptiform abnormalities are often associated with very few clinical sei-
zures? This is an exciting area in both clinical and experimental arenas
and will eventually have important implications for clinical management
of the whole child, taking into account not just seizures, but also adaptive
functioning and quality of life. For several decades, we have accepted an
evidence-free approach to using or not using antiepileptic drugs in IFEs.
There is huge international variation and only a handful of studies exa-
mining neurocognitive outcomes. Clearly, this is a situation ready for an
overhaul in practice.
Fundamental to understanding treatment is knowledge of aetiology. In
recent years, therehavebeenseveral significantdiscoveries in IFEs fromstu-
dies of copy number variation, exome sequencing, and linkage that prompt
reconsiderationof the “unknowncause” classification and strongly suggest
a genetic aetiology. The IFE are strongly age-related, both with regards to
age of seizure onset and remission. Does this time window solely relate to
a similar age-related gene expression, or are there epigenetic factors invol-
ved that might also explain low observed twin concordance? The genetic
(and epigenetic) models for different IFEs, their comorbidities, and their
similarities to other neurodevelopmental disorders deserve investigation
in the coming years. In so doing, wewill probably learnmuch about normal
brain functioning. This is because these disorders, perhaps more than any
other human brain disease, are disorders of functional brain systems (even
though these functional networks may not yet be fully defined).
In June 2012, an international group of clinical and basic science resear-
chers met in London under the auspices of the Waterloo Foundation to
discuss and debate these issues in relation to IFEs. This Waterloo Founda-
tion Symposiumon the Idiopathic Focal Epilepsies: Phenotype toGenotype
witnessed presentations that explored the clinical phenomenology, phe-
notypes and endophenotypes, and genetic approaches to investigation of
these disorders. In parallel, the impact of these epilepsies on children and
their families was reviewed. The papers in this supplement are based upon
these presentations. They represent an updated state-of-the-art thinking
on the topics explored.
The symposium led to the formation of international working groups under
the umbrella of “Luke’s Idiopathic Focal Epilepsy Project” to investigate
various aspects of the idiopathic focal epilepsies including: semiology and
classification, genetics, cognition, sleep, high-frequency oscillations, and
parental resources (see www.childhood-epilepsy.org). The next sponsored
international workshop, in June 2014, was on randomised controlled trials
in IFEs and overnight learning outcome measures.
Key words: idiopathic focal epilepsy, Rolandic epilepsy, Panayiotopoulos
syndrome, occipital epilepsy (Gastaut type), symptomatic epilepsy, EEG,
treatment, prognosis, neuronal circuit, magnetoencephalography, beha-
viour, language, genetics!U
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Overlap of the core idiopathic focal
epilepsies of childhood with other
focal symptomatic epilepsies
Renzo Guerrini, Tiziana Pisano
Focal epilepsies have core clinical and EEG characte-
ristics that make early recognition possible in most
patients. However, overlap with other focal and pos-
sibly symptomatic epilepsy syndromes exists. Some
of the features most strongly suggestive of idiopathic
focal epilepsy (e.g. normal background EEG acti-
vity, EEG discharges with stereotyped waveforms and
typical topography, and characteristic clinical mani-
festations) may also be encountered in symptomatic
epilepsies due to structural lesions affecting theRolan-
dic or occipital cortex. The clinical course of focal
idiopathic syndromes may be complicated by cog-
nitive and language impairment. In some cases, the
overlap of such core symptoms between idiopathic
and symptomatic epilepsy renders the underlying
cause a mystery.
Clinical semiologies and electrographic features that
highlight the focal origin of seizures characterise
the idiopathic focal epilepsies (IFEs) of childhood.
They describe a spectrum of syndromes with no
underlying structural brain lesion or attendant neu-
rological signs or symptoms. They are presumed to
be genetic and are usually age dependent. Their cha-
racteristics imply not just the absence of obvious
causative factors, but also specific clinical and EEG
findings (Berg et al., 2010). The most common forms
are benign childhood epilepsy with centro-temporal
spikes or Rolandic epilepsy (BECTS/RE) (Beaussart,
1972), early-onset benign childhood occipital epilepsy
(Panayiotopoulos type) (Panayiotopoulos, 1989), and
late-onset (Gastaut type) childhood occipital epilepsy
(Gastaut, 1982). Symptomatic epilepsies, on the other
hand, have an acquired or genetic cause and are
associated with neuroanatomical or neuropathologi-
cal abnormalities indicative of an underlying disease
or condition. When a genetic mutation causes a
brain malformation that results in epilepsy, the epi-
lepsy is considered the result of the interposed brain
abnormality, rather than the direct consequence of
the genetic abnormality (Berg et al., 2010). In clini-
cal practice, however, distinction between idiopathic
and symptomatic focal epilepsies might not always be
clear or meaningful, especially when they are asso-
ciated with specific learning and language problems
(Deonna, 1993).
In the IFE, seizures are usually brief, infrequent, and
tend to concentrate around preschool or school ages.
The EEG background activity and organization of sleep
are normal. Focal epileptiform abnormalities have a
characteristic “stereotyped”morphology and aremar-
kedly activated by non-REM sleep (Gregory andWong,
1992). Rolandic epilepsy is the most frequent type of
idiopathic focal epilepsy. The age at onset is between
3-13 years. The seizure prognosis is excellent. Seizures
are simple partial with motor symptoms involving the
face and occur during sleep or on awakening. Often,
the seizures show symptoms caused by activation of
the Rolandic or perisylvian sensorimotor cortex. Inter-
ictal EEG shows typical high-voltage centro-temporal
spikes and sharp-waves that increase during sleep.
Occasionally, they may occur only in sleep. In most
children, drug treatment is not needed (Ambrosetto
and Tassinari, 1990).
Some of the same features which, in combina-
tion, are strongly suggestive of idiopathic focal
epilepsy (e.g. normal EEG background activity, epilep-
tiform discharges with stereotyped wave forms and
typical locations, reflex phenomena, and characteris-
tic clinical manifestations) may also be encountered in
symptomatic epilepsydue to specific structural lesions
affecting the Rolandic or occipital cortex. For example,
cortical dysplasia of the Rolandic cortex may cause
stereotyped rhythmic sharp-waveswith phase reversal
over the centro-temporal region and motor seizures
affecting one side of the face and the ipsilateral hand,
due to the wide area of cortical representation of
these body parts. If seizures are not frequent, the
EEG background may remain normal. In such cir-
cumstances, especially if seizures occur during sleep,
early distinction from idiopathic RE may be impos-
siblewithout anMRscan (figure 1). Specific syndromes
have been described in which, in addition to the
core features of RE, affected patients exhibited cli-
nical features indicating co-occurring dysfunction in
wider neuronal networks. For instance, both a fami-
lial syndrome of autosomal dominant RE and speech
dyspraxia, as well as a recessive syndrome of RE and
paroxysmal dyskinesia, have been reported (Scheffer
et al., 1995, Guerrini et al., 1999, Kugler et al., 2008).
It is unknown whether these conditions represent
Rolandic epilepsy “plus” syndromes, which maintain
the idiopathic-genetic aetiopathogenic mechanism of
RE, or result from “interposed” structural abnormali-
ties affecting the Rolandic cortex as well as additional
neural networks.
Some patients with RE show atypical clinical and EEG
evolution associated with cognitive dysfunction rela-
ted to a marked increment of interictal EEG discharges
during NREM sleep. This phenomenon has been
reported in different syndromes that are thought to
belong to the spectrum of RE. Epileptic encepha-
lopathy with continuous spikes and waves during
slow-wave sleep (CSWS) is a condition best defined
by the associated cognitive or behavioural impair-
ments acquired during childhood and not related to
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Figure 1. EEG recording of a 4-year-old girl showing normal background activity with superimposed spikes in the left centro-temporal
region, and FLAIR MRI showing focal cortical dysplasia involving the left Rolandic region.
any factor other than the presence of frequent inter-
ictal epileptiform discharges during sleep. Although
this condition is considered by many authors to be
part of the childhood focal epilepsy syndromes, it can
also be observed in a symptomatic context in children
with structural brain lesions, such as polymicrogy-
ria or perinatal ischaemic insults or hydrocephalus
(Guerrini et al., 1998; Veggiotti et al., 1999; Guzzetta et
al., 2005). Landau-Kleffner syndrome (LKS) is a parti-
cular condition in which acquired aphasia is the core
manifestation (Cole et al., 1988). Clinical, neurophysio-
logical, and cerebral glucosemetabolism data support
the hypothesis that interictal epileptiform discharges
play a prominent role in the cognitive deficits by inter-
fering with the neuronal networks both at the site
of the epileptic foci and at distant, connected areas
(Deonna and Roulet-Perez, 2010). Given that CSWS
is an age-dependent EEG pattern, the outcome of
epilepsy is usually good, irrespective of aetiology,
whereas the outcomes of cognition, language, and
behaviour are variable.
Childhood occipital epilepsies manifest with a first
peak onset at around 2 years old and a second late
peakonset betweenages 7 to 9 years. In theearly-onset
form (Panayiotopoulos type), seizures are infrequent
and occur at night, usually shortly after the child
falls asleep. The episodes typically last a few minutes,
but status epilepticus at onset with neurovegetative
symptoms may occur (Panayiotopoulos, 1989). A com-
mon clinical pattern is one of vomiting and gazing
toward one side, often evolving to rhythmic muscle
contractions on one or both sides of the body. In
the late-onset type (Gastaut type), some children may
experience headache and visual symptoms (colou-
red shapes or flashes of light) associated with the
seizure. The EEG shows sharp waves with maximum
occipital negativity, often occurring in long bursts of
spike-wave complexes, and markedly activated by eye
closure (Gastaut, 1982). Childhood idiopathic occipital
epilepsy can be difficult to distinguish from symp-
tomatic causes with less favourable prognoses. The
mere presence on EEG of continuous spike-wave acti-
vity does not guarantee an “idiopathic” origin, since
structural lesions may cause a similar pattern. Perina-
tal ischaemic insults and cortical malformations are
the most frequent causes of occipital epilepsy. Corti-
cal dysplasia, Sturge-Weber syndrome, celiac disease,
hyperglycaemia (non-ketotic), Lafora disease,Gaucher
disease, andmitochondrialdiseasecanalsocauseocci-
pital seizures in children (Guerrini et al., 1995).
A syndromeof idiopathic photosensitiveoccipital lobe
epilepsyhasbeendescribedwithonset in adolescence
(Guerrini et al., 1995), sometimes overlapping with
other types of idiopathic focal epilepsy (Guerrini et al.,
1997). In this form, prolonged visual seizures are pre-
cipitated by visual stimuli, which seem to act through
a mechanism of impaired contrast gain control in the
occipital cortex (Porciatti et al., 2000). Notably, similar
seizures may also appear in the early phases of some
forms of progressivemyoclonic epilepsies (Guerrini et
al., 2000).
Neuropsychological impairment may occur in chil-
drenwith idiopathic epilepsy syndromes, possibly due
to the active phase of epilepsy. The clinical course
may be complicated by cognitive and language impair-
ment or behavioural disturbances, with or without
CSWS. These functional changes may reflect a parti-
cular type of epileptic encephalopathy, in which the
epileptiform abnormalities themselves contribute to
the progressive disturbance in cerebral function and,
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as in symptomatic forms, the patients develop drug-
resistant epilepsy and global regression of cognitive
function. Some patients, especially those in whom
the epileptic process is localised around the perisyl-
vian cortex, present with features of autistic spectrum
disorder, but unlike primary autism, there is no loss of
social interaction (Deonna and Roulet-Perez, 2010).
Although many clinical, EEG, neuroimaging, and neu-
ropsychiatric features make it possible to differentiate
idiopathic from symptomatic focal epilepsy, in some,
the number of shared features complicates accurate
identification of the underlying cause. In severe phe-
notypes with RE “plus,” new genetic findings are
emerging (Lemke et al., 2013a; Lesca et al., 2013)
that might help to fill the gap of knowledge and
modifying the concepts on which the dichotomy
idiopathic versus symptomatic has traditionally been
based.
Atypical clinical presentations
of idiopathic focal epilepsies
in childhood
Natalio Fejerman, Roberto Caraballo
The concept of “atypical evolution” in idiopathic focal
epilepsy refers to both clinical and EEG features that
can be seen in several epilepsy syndromes, including
atypical benign focal epilepsy of childhood (ABFEC),
status of Rolandic epilepsy, Landau-Kleffner syndrome
(LKS), and CSWS syndrome. Here, we outline treat-
ment recommendations and discuss prognosis.
Idiopathic focal epilepsies (IFEs) appear across a wide
range of ages. Due to space limitations, we are going
to deal neither with benign familial and non-familial
infantile seizures, which are quite frequent, nor with
benign focal seizures in adolescents, which are not so
frequent, but in our experience are under-diagnosed
(Caraballo et al., 2003; Caraballo et al., 2007a). The two
main epilepsy syndromes of the IFE appearing in child-
hood are benign focal epilepsy with centro-temporal
spikes or Rolandic epilepsy (RE) and Panayiotopou-
los syndrome (PS) (Fejerman, 2008, Panayiotopoulos
et al., 2008). Gastaut type of childhood occipital epi-
lepsy is also included in the group of the IFE, but is
rare (Caraballo et al., 2008).
Atypical features of RE
Atypical featuresofREmaybe seen in seizure characte-
ristics (daytime-only seizures, post-ictal Todd paresis,
prolonged seizures, or even status epilepticus) or on
the EEG (atypical spike morphology, unusual loca-
tion, absence-like spike-wave discharges, or abnormal
background) (Aicardi, 2000). Early age at seizure onset
seems to be one of the most important items among
the atypical features (Kramer et al., 2002; Saltik et al.,
2005; You et al., 2006; Fejerman et al., 2007a). In a retros-
pective study of 126 patients, atypical features were
found in almost half of the patients (Datta and Sinclair,
2007). A follow-up study of RE patients reported a
higher percentage of learning and behavioural disa-
bilities in the group with atypical features (Verrotti et
al., 2002). In a prospective study of 44 children with
RE divided into a typical group (n=28) and an atypical
group (n=16) on the basis of EEGs showing features,
such as a slow spike-wave focus, synchronous foci, or
generalised 3-Hz spike-wave discharges, the atypical
group had significant lower full scale IQ and verbal IQ
(Metz-Lutz and Filippini, 2006).
Atypical evolution of RE
The concept of atypical evolutions does not include
the cases of RE with atypical features, but refers to
the presence of severe neuropsychological impair-
ments that may become persistent. On the EEG, these
cases show continuous spikes and waves during slow
sleep (CSWSS), which seems to be a kind of bilate-
ral secondary synchrony (Fejerman et al., 2007b). The
reasons why some children develop this EEG pattern
are still not understood. In some cases, certain anti-
epileptic drugs seemed to be responsible (Shields and
Saslow, 1983; Caraballo et al., 1989; Prats et al., 1998;
Fejerman et al., 2000). These conditions correspond
to the syndromes known as atypical benign focal epi-
lepsy of childhood (ABFEC), status of RE (lasting days
or weeks) including motor facial seizures and anar-
thria with persistent drooling (Fejerman and Di Blasi,
1987, Fejerman et al., 2000), Landau-Kleffner syndrome
(LKS), and CSWSS syndrome (Tassinari et al., 2005). For
example, the cases of ABFEC described by Aicardi and
Chevrie (Aicardi and Chevrie, 1982) showed atonic fits
leading to daily falls, and all of our cases presented
with important learning difficulties during the periods
of CSWSS (Fejerman et al., 2007b). Of children with
ABFEC, all 11 recovered but five have learning diffi-
culties; language difficulties persisted in two out of
three LKS patients; all seven children with status of
RE recovered after 3-14 years of follow-up (Fejerman
et al., 2000).
In spite of being epileptic encephalopathies within
the spectrum of electrical status epilepticus in sleep
(ESES) syndromes, ABFEC and status of RE do present
a favourable outcome when appropriate therapeutic
measures are taken (Fejerman, 1996; Fejerman et al.,
2000; Fejerman et al., 2007b). Prognosis of LKS and
CSWSS or ESES syndrome instead, is not so good in
terms of full recovery.
Nevertheless, in a recent series of 28 symptomatic
and 25 idiopathic cases of focal epilepsies associated
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with encephalopathy related to ESES receiving add-on
therapy with sulthiame, the results were quite encou-
raging, especially in childrenwith a previous diagnosis
of RE or PS (Fejerman et al., 2012). It is interesting to
note that a particular group of children with unilate-
ral polymicrogyria may present with the same atypical
clinical and EEG evolutions as the patients with IFE
responding to therapy in the sameway (Caraballoet al.,
2007b). Overall, 25 of 33 patients with ABFEC, status of
RE, or ESES syndrome eventually became seizure-free.
Are these four conditions (ABFEC, status of RE,
LKS and CSWS) independent syndromes
or part of a continuum related to RE?
Observations regarding the evolution of clinical
and EEG findings identified during the follow-up of
patients with RE (above) may not be generalisable to
all the cases. Patients with PS and Gastaut type of
childhoodoccipital epilepsy (COE)may show the same
atypical electroclinical course (Fejerman et al., 1991).
Patients with two types of IFE (i.e. RE and PS or RE and
Gastaut type of COE)may also develop an atypical evo-
lution (Caraballo et al., 2011c). Another patient studied
by our group who had RE and PS and an atypical evo-
lution presented with a mutation in the GRIN2A gene
(Lemke et al., 2013b).
Is there a relationship between atypical features
and what is considered here as atypical evolutions
of RE?
It is clear that not all the patients with RE showing
atypical clinical and EEG features evolve to ABFEC, sta-
tus of RE, LKS, or CSWS syndrome. In our series of
39 idiopathic cases of ABFEC, status of RE, LKS and
CSWS syndrome appearing after the onset of RE epi-
lepsy started at the age of 4 years or less in 25 patients
(Fejerman et al., 2007b). There is no clear explanation
for this repeatedly reported observation (Kramer et al.,
2002; You et al., 2006). There are also cases of RE who
have prolonged intermittent drooling and oromotor
dyspraxia associatedwith amarked increase in centro-
temporal spikes during the episodes (Roulet-Perez et
al., 1989). Persistent slurred speech as a single pheno-
menon was also reported (Kramer et al., 2002). Should
we consider these cases as having atypical features or
do they represent an atypical evolution of RE?
How to prevent the atypical evolutions
of IFE of childhood?
Atypical electroclinical features (primarily EEG abnor-
malities and early age of onset) should be considered
as risk factors for atypical evolution (Fejerman et al.,
2000; Kramer et al., 2002). Based on an update on
the ESES-CSWSS syndrome, the subject of therapy
was reviewed and it was stated that “an agreement
about the optimal treatment of these conditions is still
lacking” (Veggiotti et al., 2012). When the mentioned
risks are evident, the recommendation is to avoid the
classic AEDs (phenobarbital, phenytoin, and carbama-
zepine) and some of the new AEDs, such as oxcar-
bazepine, lamotrigine, topiramate, and levetiracetam
(Catania et al., 1999; Montenegro and Guerreiro, 2002,
Caraballo et al., 2010), and to start treatment with etho-
suximide, benzodiazepines, or sulthiame. In refractory
cases, corticosteroids may also be considered.
May a genetic aetiology be related to atypical
evolutions of IFE?
Agenetic aetiology has beenproposed inpatientswith
ABFEC and even in patients with epilepsy associated
with ESES. This is discussed in detail below (Lesca et
al., 2012; Helbig et al., 2014).
In conclusion, a future challenge is to determine if the
atypical evolutionary potential within IFEs describes a
continuum of expression related to a single genetic
aetiology, or if this electroclinical picture is caused by
distinct epileptic syndromes. In addition to the impor-
tance of the nosological placement, early and correct
diagnosis is crucial for optimal therapeutic manage-
ment and clinical outcomes.
Involvement of autonomic,
sensorimotor, auditory, vocal, and visual
circuits in idiopathic focal epilepsies
Giuseppe Capovilla and Pasquale Striano
Idiopathic focal epilepsies (IFEs) affect over 20% of
children with non-febrile seizures and constitute a
significant part of the everyday practice of epilepto-
logists. They have distinctive characteristics but they
also share common clinical and EEG features and it
has been suggested that they may be linked together
in a broad, age-related and age-limited, genetically
determined, benign childhood seizure susceptibility
syndrome. Although rare, IFEs may be complicated
by a broad range of cognitive problems, behavioural
disturbances, and resistance to medical therapy that
can impact brain maturation and the development of
cognitive skills. Recent opinions suggest that IFEs are
caused by perturbations of localised processes invol-
ving different brain areas, which in some cases can
evolve to a global network disturbance.
While IFEs affect over 20% of childrenwith non-febrile
seizures, the category is not specifically recognised
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by the ILAE. This chapter focuses on three electrocli-
nical syndromes, subtypes of IFE, recognised by the
International League against Epilepsy (ILAE) (Engel,
2006): Panayiotopoulos syndrome, Rolandic epilepsy,
and occipital epilepsy of Gastaut type. Other putative
forms include: focal epilepsy with parietal spikes/giant
somatosensory evoked spikes (deMarco andTassinari,
1981) and focal epilepsy with frontal or midline spikes
during sleep (Beaumanoir and Nahory, 1983; Capovilla
et al., 2006). Each form has distinctive characteristics
but they also share common clinical and EEG features.
Seizures are infrequent, usually nocturnal and remit
within a few years from onset. Brief or prolonged sei-
zures, even focal status epilepticus, may occur only
once in the patient’s lifetime. Neurological and cog-
nitive function, as well as brain imaging, are normal
in patients with IFE. It has been suggested that all of
these conditions may be linked together in a broad,
genetically determined, age-related and age-limited
benign childhood seizure susceptibility syndrome
(Panayiotopoulos, 1993; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008;
Gaggero et al., 2014). Rarely, IFEs may be complicated
by pharmacoresistance, behavioural disturbances, or
a range of cognitive impairments, particularly trouble-
some in childhood given the brain’s developmentally
vulnerable state, a time during which neurological
disturbances can profoundly impact brain maturation
and the development of cognitive skills (Braakman
et al., 2011).
Involvement of autonomic circuits in IFE:
Panayiotopoulos syndrome
Panayiotopoulos syndrome (PS) is a common idio-
pathic childhood-specific epilepsy. It is characterised
by seizures, often prolonged, with predominantly
autonomic symptoms and shifting and/or mul-
tiple foci, often with occipital predominance on
EEG (Panayiotopoulos, 1993; Panayiotopoulos, 2007;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008; Capovilla et al., 2009).
Onset is from age 2 to 11 years with 76% starting
between 3 and 6 years. The hallmark of PS is ictal
autonomic alterations that may involve any function
of the autonomic system and mainly emesis. Other
autonomic manifestations include pallor, sphincteric
incontinence, hypersalivation, cyanosis, mydriasis or
miosis, coughing, abnormalities of intestinal moti-
lity, breathing, cardiac irregularities, and syncopal-like
manifestations (Koutroumanidis, 2007). Pure autono-
mic seizures or status epilepticus appear to occur
in 10% of patients. However, autonomic manifesta-
tions are usually followed by conventional seizure
symptoms. Converging evidence from multiple and
independent clinical, EEG, and magnetoencephalo-
graphic studies has documented Panayiotopoulos
syndromeas amodelof childhoodautonomicepilepsy
(Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008).
Autonomic symptoms are usually generated by activa-
tionor inhibitionof parts of the central autonomic net-
work that involves the insular cortex,medial prefrontal
cortex, amygdala, hypothalamus, and ventrolateral
medulla (Goodman et al., 2008). In PS, the neuroa-
natomical and neurophysiological underpinnings of
autonomic manifestations are unknown, but it has
been suggested that the preferential involvement of
emetic and other autonomic manifestations in PS may
be attributed to a maturation-related susceptibility of
the central autonomic network (Panayiotopoulos et
al., 2008) which has a lower threshold to epilepto-
genic activation than those producing focal cortical
semiology. Thus, irrespectiveof the localisationof their
onset, ictaldischargesmayactivate the lower threshold
autonomic centres (and therefore produce autono-
mic manifestations) commonly before other cortical
regions of relatively higher threshold that generate
focal cortical symptoms (sensory, motor, visual or
other). Seizures remain purely autonomic if ictal neu-
ronal activation of non-autonomic cortical areas fails
to reach symptomatogenic threshold; otherwise, they
consist of autonomic and localisation-related cortical
symptoms and signs that may only rarely occur from
onset. This hypothesis may explain why similar auto-
nomic manifestations may appear from anterior or
posterior, or right or left brain onsets. In this sense,
as seizures primarily involve a particular system (the
autonomic), PSmaybe considered as anelectroclinical
example of “system epilepsy” (see below).
Involvement of sensorimotor and auditory vocal
circuits in IFE: Rolandic epilepsy
Rolandic epilepsy (RE) or benign childhood epi-
lepsy with centro-temporal spikes is the most
common childhood focal epilepsy (Fejerman, 2008;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008), usually starting between
7 and 10 years. The cardinal features are focal sei-
zures consisting of unilateral facial sensory-motor
symptoms, oropharyngo-laryngeal symptoms, speech
arrest, and hypersalivation (Capovilla et al., 2011).
Centro-temporal spikes, typically activated by drow-
siness and slow sleep, indicate that the epileptogenic
zone in Rolandic epilepsy involves neuronal networks
within the Rolandic cortex surrounding the central
fissure bilaterally. Indeed, RE reflects an age-related
maturational instability of the lower Rolandic (soma-
tosensory) cortex that represents the face and the
oropharynx bilaterally (Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008).
Over the last years, evidence has accumulated that
even RE is associated with language impairment,
although the cerebral mechanism through which
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epileptiform activity in the Rolandic areas may affect
the language system is still unclear. Functional magne-
tic resonance imaging (fMRI) data support a functional
deficit of the default mode network (DMN). This dys-
function is most apparent in the precuneus, a key
region of the DMN. In particular, children with RE
show reduced activation of the DMN during the rest
condition and a deactivation during cognitive effort
(Besselinget al., 2013a). In addition, reduced functional
connectivity was demonstrated between the senso-
rimotor network and the left inferior frontal gyrus
(Broca’s area), which might link seizure activity, ori-
ginating from the sensorimotor cortex to language
impairment (Oser et al., 2014).
It is also well known that RE may rarely evolve to more
severe syndromes with behavioural and neuropsy-
chological deficits, such as epilepsy with continuous
spike-and-wave during sleep (CSWS) (Patry et al.,
1971; Striano and Capovilla, 2013) and the broad spec-
trum of age-related epileptic conditions characterised
by the EEG pattern of electrical status epilepticus
during sleep, including atypical epilepsy with centro-
temporal spikes and Landau-Kleffner syndrome. The
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying this cog-
nitive derailment are also incompletely understood.
The abnormal EEG activity is probably due to the
activation of the reticulo-thalamic-cortical system
with secondary bilateral synchronization through the
corpus callosum, as supported by the activation of epi-
leptiform activity during sleep (Striano and Capovilla,
2013). As the duration of CSWS and the localisation
of interictal foci influence the degree and type of
cognitive dysfunction, it is likely that the epileptic acti-
vity occurring during sleep causes the typical clinical
symptoms by interfering with sleep-related physiolo-
gical functions, and possibly neuroplasticity processes
mediating higher cortical functions, such as learning
and memory consolidation (Striano and Capovilla,
2013). fMRI studies also suggest that the neurophysio-
logical effects of CSWS activity are not restricted to the
epileptic focus but spread to connected brain areas
via a possible mechanism of surrounding and remote
inhibition, possibly having long-lasting consequences
on normal brain function, organization, and matura-
tion (Van Bogaert, 2013). Moreover, in patients with
CSWS, EEG-fMRI results during drug-induced sleep
show a complex pattern of activation involving the
perisylvian/prefrontal cortex, the thalamus, andadeac-
tivationofDMN(Siniatchkinet al., 2010). Adysfunction
of these networks is a possible explanation for the
observed neuropsychological disorders.
Landau-Kleffner syndrome (LKS), also known as acqui-
red epileptic aphasia, is an acquired childhood
disorder consisting of auditory agnosia, associated
with focal or multifocal spikes or spike-and-wave
discharges, nearly continuous during sleep (Landau
andKleffner, 1957). AlthoughLKSpatients often appear
to be deaf, their normal audiograms and auditory evo-
ked potentials support the concept that there is an
underlying disorder of cortical processing of auditory
information, a “verbal-auditory agnosia” (Landau and
Kleffner, 1957). The aphasia in these children may be
only one component of a more complex neuropsy-
chological disorder associated with other cognitive
andbehaviouraldeficits. EEG-fMRI studies suggest that
pathophysiological effects associated with CSWS acti-
vity are not restricted to the epileptic focus, but spread
to connected areas due to remote functional conse-
quences, such that the spike-associated deactivation
of DMN is a further consequence of the individual
focus of epileptic activity. This phenomenon has been
defined as the “network inhibition hypothesis”, by
which increased cortical activity in one region inhi-
bits subcortical arousal systems, leading towidespread
decreased cortical activity, including the DMN (De
Tiege et al., 2008).
Involvement of visual circuits in IFE:
occipital epilepsy of Gastaut
Occipital epilepsy of Gastaut is a rare form of
pure occipital epilepsy accounting for about 2-7%
of benign childhood focal seizures (Gastaut, 1982;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). The age at onset ranges
from 3 to 15 years with a peak between 8 and 11
years. Elementary visual hallucinations are frequently
the first and often the only seizure symptom. Com-
plex visual hallucinations such as faces and figures,
and visual illusions such as micropsia, palinopsia and
metamorphopsia occur in<10%ofpatients andmainly
after the appearance of elementary visual hallucina-
tions (Gastaut, 1982; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). The
epileptogenic zone involves networks within the occi-
pital lobes and this localisation is congruent with the
symptomatogenic zone. Little is known about the cor-
tical areas involved in spike or seizure generation in
this syndrome,but recent fMRI studies suggest that the
epileptogenic area is localised in the medial parietal
areas of both hemispheres (Leal et al., 2006).
Discussion
Based on the current knowledge, it is reasonable
to state that IFEs are likely to be linked together
by a genetically determined, functional derangement
of brain maturation that is mild and age related
(Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). In fact, despite the dis-
tinctiveness of their core clinical and EEG features,
these syndromes may show significant reciprocity.
Children with RE may present with autonomic sei-
zures referable to PS, while others may alternately
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have autonomic and Rolandic seizures. A small num-
ber of susceptible children may also have minor
and fully reversible neuropsychological symptoms
that are rarely clinically overt and can be detected
only by formal neuropsychological testing. However,
in a very limited number of patients, the distur-
bance of brain maturation may further evolve into a
more aggressive clinical state with enduring neuro-
psychological consequences. Clearly, the spectrum of
neuropsychological disorders depends not only on
the location of the epileptic focus and its duration,
but also on the connected cortical and subcortical
areas, where specific patterns of spike-induced activa-
tion (especially in perisylvian and/or prefrontal areas)
and DMN deactivation underlie the dysfunction of
neuropsychological circuitry. Each functionand its cor-
respondent systemneeds tobe studiedwith adynamic
approach that pinpoints how one part of the deve-
loping system might interact differently with other
parts and at varying epochs across ontogenesis. Func-
tional connectivity can be measured by correlating
blood-oxygen-dependentoxygenation (BOLD) related
dynamic fluctuations of grey matter activity between
different brain regions, however, additional prospec-
tive studies using functional neuroimaging are needed
to better understand the interaction between DMN
deactivation and the other systems and its develop-
mental milestones (Filippini et al., 2013).
In the last few years, some authors postulated the
concept of “system epilepsies”. Data supporting this
hypothesis, that some types of epilepsy depend on the
dysfunction of specific neural systems, are reviewed
elsewhere (Wolf, 2006; Capovilla et al., 2009; Avanzini
et al., 2012). Briefly, the “system epilepsy” hypothesis
implies that some types of epilepsy reflect the patho-
logical expression of an identifiable neural system,
made up of brain areas, which subserve normal phy-
siological functions and that constitute a pre-existing
functional system (as in RE and related syndromes
with the involvement of the sensory-motor system),
or with the birth of pathological systems as in West
and Lennox-Gastaut syndrome. According to the “sys-
temepilepsy”hypothesis, dysfunctionof a singlebrain
structure cannot be solely responsible for the complex
manifestations of these epileptic syndromes. Instead,
their full electroclinical picture requires a pathological
system in which different brain areas (the cortex, tha-
lamic nuclei, and brainstem) work together, actively
and simultaneously participating in the epileptoge-
nic process. When some of these stations are not
involved in the pathological epileptic process, other
and less complex electroclinical phenotypes develop.
fMRI studies (Capovilla et al., 2013; Siniatchkin and
Capovilla, 2013) can help to document the active and
simultaneous participation of these different brain
areas and thus allow us to better understand the
neuropathophysiological process. An enriched aware-
ness of the basis for cognitive impairment in children
with epileptic encephalopathies may help with the
design ofmore effective and targeted therapeutic stra-
tegies. As epileptic encephalopathies can complicate
IFEs, it is vital that the identification and treatment
of developmental, behavioural and psychiatric co-
morbidities are not neglected and that a rational,
holistic approach is taken to the management of epi-
leptic syndromes in infancy and childhood.
How useful are individual interictal EEG
abnormalities in diagnosing the specific
syndrome of idiopathic focal epilepsy?
Harumi Yoshinaga, Katsuhiro Kobayashi,
Tomoyuki Akiyama, Takashi Shibata
We consider how useful individual EEG abnormalities
are in the diagnosis of the main syndromes within
the spectrum of idiopathic focal epilepsy (IFE), espe-
cially Panayiotopoulos syndrome (PS), and in further
understanding of the underlying pathophysiology. PS
has high dipole stability, similar to that of benign
epilepsy in childhood with centro-temporal spikes
(BECTS). Preceding positive spikes (PPSs) accompany
not only the Rolandic spikes in BECTS, but are also
detected with the Rolandic spikes observed in PS.
However, they are rarely observed with spikes from
patients with febrile seizures (FS). These electroence-
phalographic findings indicate a close link between
these two syndromes. We believe that a source(s) of
the PPSs and a separate source of the main Rolandic
spike, each representing two proximal populations of
neurons in the inferior part of the Rolandic cortex,
are necessary for the development of the Rolandic
seizures that are characteristic of BECTS, but may
also occur in PS. Epileptic high-frequency oscillations
(HFOs) may be related to the neuropsychological
regression that accompanies the extraordinary EEG
abnormalitiesofepilepsywithcontinuous spike-waves
during slow-wave sleep (CSWS). They also appear to
correlate with the severity of IFE (Kobayashi et al., 2010;
Kobayashi et al., 2011). In conclusion, conventional
EEGs and advanced EEG analysis techniques are both
useful tools for diagnosing IFE and for investigating the
pathophysiology of IFE-spectrum syndromes.
Benign childhood epilepsy with centro-temporal
spikes (BECTS) and the occipital lobe epilepsy of
Gastaut type are representative IFEs. Both have
straightforwardelectroclinical phenotypeswithRolan-
dic spikes and Rolandic seizures in the former and
occipital spikes and visual seizures in the latter. On the
other hand, Panayiotopoulos syndrome, the youngest
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member of IFE, manifests with occipital and extra occi-
pital spikes. Its characteristic seizures include mainly
autonomic symptoms, which are not referable to dis-
tinct cortical areas. Conventional EEG cannot fully
clarify theelectroclinical correlations inPSnor confirm
the EEG characteristics of PS as a distinctive type of IFE.
In this report, we evaluate the EEG findings of PS with
various modern techniques including dipole analysis,
sequential mapping, and HFO analysis, to better deli-
neate both its features as an IFE and the mechanisms
that underlie seizure manifestations.
What are the common EEG features of idiopathic
focal epilepsy (IFE)?
Dipole characteristics
Several dipole analysis studies of benign child-
hood epilepsy with centro-temporal spikes (BECTS)
have unanimously documented good dipole stability
(Wong, 1989; Yoshinagaet al., 1992).Wong (1989) repor-
ted greater dipole stability in typical BECTS compared
to atypical BECTS with intellectual disability. He hypo-
thesized thateven if a commongeneratorwerepresent
in the atypical group, as is the case in typical BECTS,
the former would contain additional extraneous inter-
actions and would not show a stable dipole.
PS is a benign idiopathic epilepsy of early childhood
similar to BECTS of late childhood (Panayiotopoulos
et al., 2008). Several reports have suggested that
the two conditions may be linked (Yoshinaga et al.,
2005; Yoshinaga et al., 2006; Koutroumanidis, 2007;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). We have previously
published a report on dipole analysis in PS and sho-
wed intra- and inter-individual dipole stability similar
to BECTS using single spike analysis (Yoshinaga et
al., 2005). Moreover, we carried out advanced dipole
analysis using spike selection that was performed
objectively using a computer detection program follo-
wed by automatic clustering analyses (Yoshinaga et al.,
2006). This program identifies clusters of spikes based
on similar morphology and topography. We compa-
red the dipoles of occipital spikes observed in the PS
(Group A) to those observed in other groups (Group
B). We analysed the dipoles of the averaged spike in
each patient. In Group A, the averaged occipital spikes
in each patient showed dense dipole locations in the
mesial occipital area, while in Group B, dipole loca-
tionswerewidely scattered. InGroupA, the geometric
centres of the dipoles at each time point (such as at the
main negative peak and the preceding or following
positive peak) were estimated in the neighbouring
locations. In contrast, they tended to be scattered in
Group B. Our study revealed that PS has high dipole
stability, similar to that of BECTS. From theelectroence-
phalographic point of view, this could indicate a close
link between these two syndromes.
Preceding positive spikes
van der Meij and colleagues (van der Meij et al., 1992)
focused primarily on the preceding positive spikes
(PPSs)observed inRolandic spikes, andconcluded that
the occurrence of a PPS before the prominent Rolan-
dic spike is significantly related to Rolandic seizures
(Loiseau and Beaussart, 1973). Their hypothesis is that
PPSs originate from a specifically oriented population
of neurons located in a gyrus of the inferior part of the
Rolandic cortex (van der Meij et al., 1993).
Toclarify theclinical implicationsof thePPSswithin IFE,
we analysed PPSs in the Rolandic and occipital spikes
in children with two types of IFE (BECTS and PS), as
well as in childrenwith febrile seizures (FS) (Yoshinaga
et al., 2013). We generated an averaged spike for each
patient from the Rolandic and occipital spikes that
were detected using an automatic spike detection and
clustering system. We compared the PPS ratio among
the three groups (BECT vs. PS vs. FS) using sequen-
tial mapping. We included 25 children with BECTS, 18
with PS, and 15 with FS and Rolandic spikes. PPS in
the averaged Rolandic spikes occurred in 15 children
with BECTS and nine with PS, but only in four with
FS. Three of these four children with FS later develo-
ped afebrile seizures, and one of them was diagnosed
with PS. We then analysed eight PS and six FS chil-
drenwithoccipital spikes: PPSoccurred infivechildren
with PS but only in one with FS. This FS patient later
developed prolonged autonomic febrile seizures. In
conclusion, PPSs are not specific to Rolandic spikes in
BECTS, but are also detected in Rolandic and occipital
spikes observed in PS, while they are rare in FS. These
findings suggest a strong correlation of PPSs with
epileptogenesis.
What causes the differences in the clinical features
between patients with benign epilepsy with
centro-temporal spikes and those with
Panayiotopoulos syndrome?
The characteristic seizure manifestations of BECTS
indicate a sensory motor cortex origin (Loiseau and
Beaussart, 1973). In contrast, the seizure semiology of
PS is characterised mainly by autonomic symptoms,
particularly vomiting, which indicate no specific corti-
cal area as the site of seizure onset (Koutroumanidis,
2007; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). Centro-temporal
spikes (also known as Rolandic spikes) are the hall-
mark of BECTS, whereas the interictal EEGs in PS show
greater variability in spike topography,with a predomi-
nance of occipital spikes and an appreciable number
of Rolandic and other multifocal spikes (Covanis et al.,
2003; Specchio et al., 2010).
Van der Meij and colleagues (van der Meij et al., 1993)
reported that the sourceof PPSswas the inferiorpart of
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the Rolandic cortex, which is located near the source
of the main Rolandic spikes. They hypothesized that
the presence of the main Rolandic spikes alone was
insufficient to account for the clinical symptomatology
of Rolandic seizures and that the existence of the PPS-
generating site was necessary for the development of
seizures.
However, as mentioned, our study indicated that PPS
are not specific to Rolandic spikes in BECTS, but are
also detected in Rolandic spikes observed in PS, and
rarely in those in FS (Yoshinaga et al., 2013). These fin-
dings do not support van der Meij and colleagues’
hypothesis (van der Meij et al., 1993). Such conflicting
evidence motivated us to study the characteristics of
Rolandic spikes in the two syndromes.
Ictal EEGs
Nearly 10% of children with PS develop pure
Rolandic seizures at the same or at a later age
(Caraballo et al., 2007). BECTS and PS have different
pathophysiologies and seizure types, but share some
clinical and EEG features. To further investigate
these relationships, we studied five children who
had experienced both characteristic types of seizure
manifestations, namely Rolandic and emetic seizures
(Yoshinaga et al., 2015). We found that they all sho-
wed Rolandic spikes when they had Rolandic seizures
and occipital or multifocal spikes when they had eme-
tic seizures. We also reported in detail a girl who
showed two different types of ictal EEG pattern: one
starting in the occipital area with associated pro-
longed emetic symptoms and one starting from the
Rolandic area, associated with facial twitching. We
have also seen a boy with PS and interictal Rolandic
spikes who showed focal slowing over the occipital
area and posterior spikes one day after an emetic
seizure. Based on this evidence, we believe that the
participation of the occipital area is important in PS,
even when the patient shows Rolandic spikes on
their EEG.
Dipole location of Rolandic spikes
We have performed a preliminary study in which
we compared the dipole location of Rolandic spikes
observed in 21 children with BECTS (Group A) and
10 children with PS (Group B). We analysed both the
onset dipoles for PPS and thepeakdipoles for themain
spikes of the averaged Rolandic spike in each patient
and found that onset dipoles in both groups were
widely distributed in the Rolandic area without any
particular differences. In contrast, there was a signi-
ficant difference in peak dipole locations between the
two groups, especially in the Y and Z axes. Dipoles in
the BECTS group were located lower and were more
tightly clustered than those in the PS group. Thus, peak
dipoles in BECTS corresponded well to the ictal symp-
tomof facial twitching.However, peakdipole locations
in PS were more widely distributed in the Rolandic
area, where an actual epileptogenic focus may not
exist. Moreover, the migration distance between the
main dipoles and the onset dipoles was different bet-
ween the two syndromes. The main dipoles and the
onset dipoles were more closely located in BECT than
in PS, especially in the Z axis direction.
To summarise, it appears that the source of the PPS
and the source of the main Rolandic spike represent
two proximal populations of neurons in the inferior
part of the Rolandic cortex and are necessary for the
development of the characteristic Rolandic seizures,
as proposed by van der Meij et al. (1993).
What determines the individual severity
of epilepsy in IFE?
There is a spectrum of paediatric epileptic disor-
ders extending from the benign end of BECTS to the
encephalopathic end of epilepsy with CSWS (Tassinari
et al., 2000), raising the question of what determines
the individual severity of epilepsy in IFE.
We have been trying to detect gamma and high-
frequency oscillations (HFO) on scalp EEGs in
childhood epilepsies. Because HFOs may affect nor-
mal brain functions, we examined them in 10 children
with CSWS (Kobayashi et al., 2010), aged six to nine
years. We were able to detect HFOs in the time-
expanded EEG tracings during slow-wave sleep, but
not after CSWS subsided, leaving random focal spikes
on the EEG. During CSWS, the frequency of the
high-frequency peak with the greatest power in each
patient’s spectra ranged from 97.7 to 140.6 Hz.
In another study of children with BECTS (Kobayashi
et al., 2011), we found that the frequency of HFOs was
similar to that in CSWS, but their magnitudewasmuch
smaller. Therefore, HFOs of high magnitude are rela-
ted to CSWS and their presence may indicate a poor
prognosis. We have also found that HFOs are obser-
ved during the period of active seizure occurrence.
Interictal spikes tend to persist after seizure cessation,
but HFOs disappear and their presence may therefore
reflect epileptogenicity (Kobayashi et al., 2011).
Physiological high-frequency activity is believed to
play an important role in higher brain functions, inclu-
ding memory, language, and cognition (Kobayashi
et al., 2010). We hypothesize that it is unlikely that
physiological and pathological HFOs coexist in the
samebrainwithout interactionand that epilepticHFOs
may relate to the neuropsychological regression that
accompanies the extraordinary EEG abnormalities of
CSWS. Epileptic HFO also appear to correlate with the
severity of IFE.
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Conclusion
Conventional EEGs and advanced EEG analysis tech-
niques are both useful tools for diagnosing IFE and
for investigating the pathophysiology of IFE-spectrum
syndromes. Further investigations are needed to elu-
cidate the mechanisms underlying the unique clinical
seizure manifestations observed in Panayiotopoulos
syndrome.
Magnetoencephalography in the
idiopathic focal epilepsies of childhood
Khalid Hamandi, Andreas A. Ioannides
Magnetoencephalography is an established and now,
in light of hardware and software computational
advances, rapidly developing technology. The idiopa-
thic focal epilepsies (IFEs) typically show unilateral,
and occasionally bilateral or multi-focal interictal
epileptic discharges on EEG. These readily lend them-
selves to more detailed neurophysiological study with
magnetoencephalography. This review focuses on the
existing magnetoencephalography literature in the
IFEs. Studies show that stable dipolar sources of inter-
ictal epileptiform discharges that characterise the IFEs
are, in some studies, associated with more detailed
phenotypic characteristics. Recently, sample sizeshave
increased and attention is moving to novel analy-
sis strategies and time-frequency analysis approaches.
The ultimate objective of these studies is a greater
understanding of the generators of epileptic activity
and their relationship to clinical and neuropsycholo-
gical phenotypes.
Focal interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) define
the IFEs (Legarda et al., 1994). This defining neuro-
physiology motivates studies using magnetoencepha-
lography (MEG) in understanding seizure phenome-
nology, exploring aetiology and identifying clinical
biomarkers. This article provides an initial overview
of magnetoencephalography, a review of published
MEG studies on IFE, and a discussion of recent MEG
methodological developments and potential future
contributions.
Magnetoencephalography
Background
MEG detects the minute changes in the magnetic field
just outside the head that are generated by coherent
electrical currents within the brain. EEG detects the
changes in electrical potential between scalp elec-
trodes generated by the same electrical currents in the
brain that generate theMEG field. Until the 1990s, only
a single sensor, or arrays with few sensors covering
only part of the head, were available. This understan-
dably limited the utility of MEG as a diagnostic tool.
ModernMEGscanners have 300 to 400 channels, arran-
ged in a helmet-like liquid helium dewar, allowing
simultaneous whole-head recordings.
Source localisation
A number of methods are available to model the
generators of EEG and MEG. The single and mul-
tiple equivalent current dipole (ECD) are models that
approximate the electrical current generators to one
or more point source(s). The single ECD model has
been most commonly used in localising putative epi-
leptic spike sources in epilepsy. A different method
of source localisation uses beamformer techniques.
Here, the pattern of sensitivity of each sensor and the
statistical properties of the signal are used to produce
a spatial filter that extracts an estimate of the signal
fromgiven points in the brain based on the signal of all
sensors. A number of beamformer methods exist, the
commonest used inMEG is SyntheticApertureMagne-
tometry or SAM (Vrba and Robinson, 2001). SAM can
be used to extract the source time course from one
or more specified locations. A further adaption of the
SAM, known as SAMg2, identifies excess kurtosis that
can be generated by the sharp waveform of epileptic
spikes (Robinson et al., 2004).
SAM is part of a wide range of methods that rely
on the linearity of the forward problem to reduce
source analysis to a matrix inversion operation (e.g.
using the spatial filter in the case of SAM) (figure 2).
For different reasons, the ECD and linear methods
can work well when one, or few focal generators
dominate the signal, or some property of the source
(sparse nature, distinct oscillatory or spiky pattern)
can provide an additional handle that can be incor-
porated as a constraint within the linear framework.
In other cases, the source reconstruction problem
requires a non-linear approach with magnetic field
tomography (MFT), with optimal properties for tomo-
graphic analysis (Taylor et al., 1999). A non-linear
approach to the inverse problem is computationally
intensive and has so far not been widely applied to
epilepsy.
Magnetoencephalography and IFE
Studies have focused on spike localisation, their
relationship to clinical features, and more recently
time-frequency analyses of oscillatory rhythms. In an
early MEG study on five patients, the spike ECDs were
localised to the same area as lower lip stimulation
(Minami et al., 1996). Subsequently, a study of seven
cases reported spikes with an anterior positivity in the
superior Rolandic (handmotor) region in four patients
and in the inferior Rolandic (oromotor) region in three
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Figure 2. (A)MEG (275 channels) recording from an 11-year-old boywith BECTS. (B) Selected channels to illustrate the centro-temporal
spike and lower trace, V1, and the virtual sensor electrode from the SAMg2 algorithm. (C) Flux potential and dipole illustration. (D)
The synthetic aperture magnetometer (SAM) image overlaid onto the partially inflated 3D render of the structural MRI brain scan,
showing the location in the inferior and anterior bank of the central sulcus. (E) The equivalent current dipole.
patients (Kamada et al., 1998). The spike locations
were related to seizure semiology, with orofacial sei-
zure manifestations in patients with inferior Rolandic
spikes and hand manifestations in those with super-
ior Rolandic spikes. Increased fast wave activity was
reported in five patientswith neuropsychological defi-
cits (Kamada et al., 1998). In one case study, unilateral
spikes localised to the bilateral operculum (Morikawa,
2000). Combining EEG/MEG source localisation and
fMRI of tonguemovements localised IEDs to the lower
somatosensory cortex with co-located tongue move-
ment fMRI activation (van der Meij et al., 2001).
Later studies using whole headMEG localised IEDs 10-
20 mm anterior and lateral to the hand somatosensory
cortex (withconcurrentmediannerve stimulation) (Lin
et al., 2003a). Dipole analysis of bilateral discharges
showed two ECD sources in homotopic motor areas
(Lin et al., 2003b). A single ECD accounted for most of
the unilateral spikes in a pre-central location and over
98% of spikes were seen simultaneously on EEG and
MEG, suggesting a stable tangential dipole source. For
bilateral IED, the temporal difference between bilate-
ral foci was 15-21 ms (Lin et al., 2003a). The same group
correlated the locationof IEDsourceswith sensory res-
ponses (Lin et al., 2003b), finding IED sources closer
to S2 than S1. Further analysis in the time frequency
domainusingMorletWavelets showedpower increase
in the 0.5 to 40-Hz range on the side of the spike (most
prominent in the alphaband) and increase in the range
of 0.5 to 25 Hz on the other homologous area of the
other hemisphere (Lin et al., 2006).
A study using the spatiotemporal multiple signal clas-
sification (MUSIC) analysis in five cases found that
a single dipolar source was sufficient to account for
the spiking activity in two cases, whereas in three
cases, complex sources were resolved that started in
the more superior areas (finger/hand) and propaga-
ted along the precentral sulcus to the mouth/tongue
area (Huiskamp et al., 2004). Based on a modest, but
nevertheless larger series, in a study of 15 patientswith
benign epilepsy of childhood with centro-temporal
spikes (BECTS), three main types of spikes according
to ECD analysis were identified:
– superiorly oriented spike MEG dipoles in the oper-
cular area;
– anteriorly oriented spike dipoles in the Rolandic
area;
– laterallyorientedspikedipoles in the interhemisphe-
ric area (Ishitobi et al., 2005).
In perhaps the most detailed descriptive study of
BECTS IED to date, using data from 17 patients,
Pataraia et al. (2008) found spikes on the right in
six, left in nine, and bilateral in two. Examination of
isopotential and isofield maps over 250 ms before
and after the maximum negative peak of the spike
and using a PCA (Principal component analysis), as
well as spatio-temporal dipole modelling, suggested
that spikes were generated by a single tangential
dipolar source located in the precentral gyrus, with
the positive pole directed frontally and the nega-
tive pole directed centro-temporally. The dipole was
stable over the entire (500-ms) time window analysed,
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with no differences in spike location or orientation
over time.
A correlation between cognitive deficits and spike
location is described in 20 children with IFE whose
scoreson language tests decreased in the settingof left
perisylvian spikes, and whose information processing
was impaired in the setting of occipital spikes (Wolff
et al., 2005). No relationship between spike rate and
psychological deficits was found (Wolff et al., 2005).
One publication reports MEG findings in Panayioto-
poulos syndrome (PS) (Kanazawa et al., 2005). Thirteen
patients were studied with ECD analysis. Dipoles were
localisedalong theparieto-occipital or calcarine sulcus
in 11 of 13 patients and in the Rolandic area in twowith
atypical PS and Rolandic IEDs (Kanazawa et al., 2005).
A few MEG studies have been reported on Landau-
Kleffner syndrome (LKS) or CSWS, typically in
conjunction with pre-surgical evaluation for multiple
sub-pial transection. A study of four children with
LKS found that the earliest spike activity originated in
the intrasylvian cortex, spreading to contralateral syl-
vian cortex over 20 ms in one patient (Paetau et al.,
1999). Secondary spikes occurred within 10-60 ms in
ipsilateral perisylvian, temporo-occipital, and parieto-
occipital areas (Paetau et al., 1999). Others have also
reported more widespread spikes in LKS. In a study
examining 19 patients, 13 had perisylvian MEG spikes,
10 hadbilateral, threeunilateral spikepopulations, and
four also had non-sylvian spikes in frontal or parietal
areas (Sobelet al., 2000). In a larger cohortof 28patients
with LKS, 80% had bilateral epileptic discharges gene-
rated in the auditory and language-related perisylvian
cortex, and approximately 20% had a unilateral per-
isylvian spike pacemaker that triggered secondary
bilateral synchrony (Paetau, 2009). Basedon an analysis
of MEG alongside FDG positron emission tomography
(PET) findings in six children with CSWS, spike-wave
onset was shown to correspond to areas of PET hyper-
metabolism during wakefulness. This occurred in the
superior temporal gyrus in LKS and centro-parietal
regions in atypical Rolandic epilepsy. Areas of spike
propagation predominantly showed PET hypermeta-
bolism (De Tiege et al., 2013).
Discussion
The analysis of MEG data described above shows that
the ECD model produces plausible descriptions of
the spike generators in IFEs, typically with a stable
dipolar source. Some but not all studies success-
fully attempt to correlate spike source localisation
with phenotypic features. MEG is an expensive tech-
nology, which does not easily lend itself to long
recordings. There are, therefore, many more EEG stu-
dies in IFE that are covered elsewhere. Skull resistance
and the sensitivity of the EEG to the conductivity
profile between the generators and electrodes intro-
duce a blurring of the signal not seen in MEG. Until
recently, most EEG studies have been limited to des-
criptions of signal semiology rather than descriptions
of generators. A recent cross-sectional study of PS in
which 76 children were followed for over two years
(Ohtsu et al., 2003) found that EEG foci frequently
shift in location,multiply, and propagate diffusely over
time, rather than remaining persistently localised to
the occipital region. These changes in foci at the
signal level cannot guarantee that there are equivalent
changes in spike generators. It could be, for example,
that the activity of dominant focal generators sub-
sides and makes way for other generators to become
prominent.
If a single or fixed number of ECDs are postulated,
then the appropriate fixed single fociwill be identified.
Under these circumstances the modelling is judged
to be successful if the solutions are plausible and the
data fit well. This seems to be the case for Rolandic
spikes. However, MUSIC analysis demonstrates that
at least in some cases, a succession of generators is
involved, even for Rolandic spikes (Huiskamp et al.,
2004). It might then appear that the results change
depending on which method is used. In reality, each
model has both limitations and the flexibility to allow
for useful generalisations. For example, by allowing
multiple and independent ECD solutions (for data
from different times, periods, or subjects), the ECD
model can provide a distribution of solutions rather
than a single location, as was modelled in a compari-
son of 10 children with PS and 10 with other types of
epilepsy (Yoshinaga et al., 2006).
Our view of the relationship between MEG techno-
logy and epilepsy is slowly changing. Even in the cases
in which a single focal generator dominates, the rest
of the brain cannot be ignored. Discharges need to be
explained not just in terms of changes within a local
area, but as variations within a network (Richardson,
2012). To operate in this new framework, the ECDmust
be replaced by models that allow activity in different
brain areas to be identified at different times and then
used to delineate a network. SAM analysis offers dis-
tinct advantages while maintaining the computational
simplicity of linear methods (Vrba and Robinson, 2001;
Robinson et al., 2004). The use of distributed source
analysis is slowly gaining ground both for MEG (Grova
et al., 2008) and multichannel EEG (Dai et al., 2012)
analysis. It is even beginning to look possible that syn-
drome classification and some common aetiologies
for epilepsy may be derived from source space analy-
sis and subsequent network descriptions, especially if
these descriptions allow for dynamically changing net-
works, which have so far been used for the description
of network properties evoked by well-defined stimuli
(Ioannides et al., 2012).
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Language impairment and idiopathic
focal epilepsies
Anne de Saint-Martin and Caroline Seegmuller
When they described “mid temporal epilepsy” in 1954,
Gibbs and Gibbs made specific reference to speech
impairment in those children: “Non ictal speech dis-
turbances are commoner in those patients; they may
manifest themselves as attacks of speechlessness or
aphasia, or as failure to learn to talk” (Gibbset al., 1954).
Since then, a large amount of literature has beenpubli-
shed about the cognitive, andmore specifically, verbal
deficits observed in “benign” epilepsy with centro-
temporal spikes, or Rolandic epilepsy (BECTS/RE).
Different mechanisms have been hypothesized about
the interaction between language development and
this age-related epilepsy with a perisylvian epilepto-
genic zone.
We reviewed the variety of speech and language
impairments encountered in different types of Rolan-
dic epilepsy. Indeed, the clinician may observe tran-
sient, acquired speech or language alterations in aty-
pical or active formsofRolandic epilepsy,moreprolon-
ged impairmentof “high-level language”acquisition in
typical forms, or, rarely, permanent severe speech dys-
praxia associated with atypical forms. We also make
reference to the association of centro-temporal spikes
during sleep and specific language impairment.
Transient acquired speech or language impairment
in atypical or active RE
Some children with atypical Rolandic epilepsy, or
“active” Rolandic epilepsy with strong activation of
spike and waves (SW) during sleep, may experience
transient oromotor symptoms, such as perioral myo-
clonia (“spike-and-wave symptoms”), or oromotor
hypotonia with drooling, slurred speech or dys-
arthria, mimicking sometimes a “pseudo-opercular
syndrome”. These symptoms often fluctuate and may
resolve after sleep EEG normalization (Deonna et al.,
1993). A longitudinal case study correlated these symp-
toms with the amount of bilateral SW during sleep,
with a prominent opercular SW focus (de Saint-Martin
et al., 1999). Some of these atypical forms may evolve
to an epileptic encephalopathy with continuous spike
and waves (ECSWS or ESES), and more permanent
symptoms.
The semiology of this acquired motor or expressive
language impairment is completely different from
both the acquired auditory and verbal agnosia and
the receptive aphasiaobserved inLandau-Kleffner syn-
drome, associated with bitemporal continuous SW
activity during sleep. Their mechanism, however, may
be similar. The various acquired verbal deficits appear
to be directly correlated to the location and the inten-
sity of the epileptic focus, during wakefulness and
sleep, with a strong focal bilateral cortical inhibition
(located in different language areas). Metabolic brain
imaging performedduring the active period of the epi-
lepsy showed a marked focal hypermetabolism within
a surrounding wide area of hypometabolism, sugges-
ting a “remote inhibition” in distant cortical areas
(Maquet et al., 1995, De Tiege et al., 2008). Urgent treat-
ment modifications are often necessary to reduce the
strong epileptic activation during sleep, in order to
reverse acquired clinical symptoms.
Frequent “high-level language”
impairment in typical RE
Heterogeneous cognitive deficits have been descri-
bed since the 1990s in typical Rolandic epilepsy (RE),
affecting both non-verbal cognitive functions (visual,
executive, fine motor execution, attention, memory,
and speed processing), and verbal functions during
the active phase of the epilepsy (Weglage et al., 1997;
Metz-Lutz et al., 1999). These are associatedwith a high
frequency of learning disorders (10 to 40%) and acade-
mic underachievement (Pinton et al., 2006; Piccinelli et
al., 2008; Smith et al., 2015).
Many studies have focused on oral and written
language skills and compared the performances of
affected children to those of controls during the active
phase, or after remission of the epilepsy. A language
delay is more frequent in atypical RE versus typical
forms. Typical RE children may have mild phonemic,
semantic, auditory-verbal or lexical comprehension
deficits revealed by accurate testing. These verbal
deficits may impact reading, spelling, and learning,
which are often impaired during the active phase of
the epilepsy (Staden et al., 1998; Carlsson et al., 2000;
Monjauze et al., 2005; Northcott et al., 2007; Riva et al.,
2007). Theymay also impact verbal knowledge and ver-
bal reasoning or learning strategies. It is important to
recall, however, that other cognitive deficits may inter-
fere with language development and literacy learning,
includingdeficits inexecutive function, short-termand
long term verbal memory and attention, as well as
variable degrees of hyperactivity, which is also fre-
quently encountered in RE children during the active
phase of the epilepsy (Chevalier et al., 2000; Metz-Lutz
and Filippini, 2006; Verrotti et al., 2014).
Most of these studies are cross-sectional comparative
studies and may not accurately capture the hete-
rogeneity of these children, as some of them may
function very well, and there is variability regarding
individual cognitive evolution (Deonna et al., 2000;
Riva et al., 2007). Moreover, in some children, specific
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comorbid language learning disorders, specific lan-
guage impairment (SLI), or dyslexia may precede the
epilepsy.
Rolandic epilepsy, language network,
interictal discharges and sleep
The question of the direct consequence of the perisyl-
vian epileptic activity on languagedevelopment, or the
presence of an underlying common disorder of brain
maturation remains unresolved.
Group studies show that a correlation between the
type of cognitive deficits and the hemispheric location
of the EEG is not self-evident (Nicolai et al., 2006; Riva et
al., 2007). A recent comprehensive review performed
by Overvliet emphasized the relationship between
the intensity of cognitive deficits and the abun-
dance of nocturnal epileptiform discharges (Overvliet
et al., 2010).
Evidence from behavioural investigations suggests an
asymmetric response to dichotic listening in children
withRolandicepilepsy, correlated to the locationof the
epileptic focus (Metz-Lutz et al., 1999; Bulgheroni et
al., 2008). Indeed, some authors hypothesized that the
epileptic activity could “remodel” the language net-
work. Small samples of functional imaging data shed
some light on this hypothesis. fMRI analyses revealed
that language-related activation was less lateralised to
the left hemisphere in anterior brain regions in the
RE patients, relative to the control group. This finding
was consistent with decreased performance in the RE
group compared to the control group on the neuro-
psychological measure of neuroanatomically anterior
aspects of the language axis, namely, sentence produc-
tion (Lillywhite et al., 2009).
More recently, a study demonstrated that the func-
tional connectivity between the resting-state network
involving the Rolandic regions and the left inferior
frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) was reduced in RE. This
functional decoupling might be a clue to understand
language impairment in typical RE and is in line with
the identified neuropsychological profile of anterior
language dysfunction (Besseling et al., 2013b).
Recently, a deficit of declarative memory consolida-
tion in a few RE and ESES patients was documented
(Urbainet al., 2011). In childrenwithRE, non-REMsleep
interictal epileptiform discharges (IED) may interfere
in the dialogue between the temporal and frontal cor-
tex, causing declarative memory deficits. The role of
non-REM sleep interictal discharges acquires a special
importance, due to their possible alteration of sleep
homeostasis (Chevalieretal., 2000;Bolsterlietal., 2011).
This could impact academic learning, notably high-
level language andother cognitive acquisitions, during
the epilepsy.
Speech dyspraxia and Rolandic epilepsy:
a genetic comorbidity?
In the last few decades, there have been descriptions
of both families and sporadic cases of atypical Rolan-
dic epilepsy with co-occurrence of permanent severe
language impairment (Scheffer et al., 1995; Kugler
et al., 2008). In these families, different phenotypes
were observed, from severe speech dyspraxia with
cognitive impairment, to expressive dysphasia or even
more mild language impairments. Some individuals
experienced a worsening of impairments during the
active phase of the epilepsy (Lesca et al., 2013). In
2013, the results of three large genetic studies were
published confirming the presence, in some cases,
of a mutation in the GRIN2A gene, which encodes
an NMDA receptor subunit; the cerebral expression
of this gene is age related (Carvill et al., 2013; Lemke
et al., 2013b; Lesca et al., 2013). To better understand
the role of this gene, more accurate descriptions of
the clinical and neurophysiological phenotypes of the
patients are being undertaken. Speech dyspraxia has
also been demonstrated among typical children with
RE, and the genetic locus for speech dyspraxia coin-
cides with that for centro-temporal spikes on 11p13
(Pal et al., 2010).
Specific language impairment and Rolandic spikes
Several authors have reported a higher incidence
of nocturnal epileptiform EEG discharges in children
with specific language impairment (SLI). Duvelleroy-
Hommet described centro-temporal spike and waves
(SW) on sleep EEGs in 24.3% of children with expres-
sive SLI, as comparedwith 5.1%of children in a control
group (Duvelleroy-Hommet et al., 1995). Several stu-
dies have been performed showing between 14% and
40% interictal discharges during sleep in children with
specific language impairment (Overvliet et al., 2010).
The benefit of antiepileptic drug treatment remains
questionable, unless an intense sleep SW activation or
an acquired regression has been documented (Picard
et al., 1998; Billard et al., 2010).
Conclusion
Different types of speech and language impairments
are observed in children with BECTS or RE. Some
of these deficits are subtle, without any daily conse-
quence; others can be severe and impact literacy
development and verbal reasoning. In these children,
specific developmental rehabilitation, and sometimes
pharmacological adjustments are needed during the
active phase of the epilepsy. Regular cognitive scree-
ning and environmental information are necessary
during the follow-up of those children to reduce
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academic or later social consequences. Different
mechanisms undergird speech and language impair-
ments, from comorbidities with a probable genetic
substrate to direct consequences of the focal per-
isylvian epileptiform activity during sleep. Further
research in genetics or on the consequences of dis-
rupted sleep may enhance our understanding.
Co-occurring difficulties in Rolandic
epilepsy: a focus upon attention
Anna B Smith
In Rolandic epilepsy (RE), seizures and focal interic-
tal epileptiform discharges are in remission during or
before adolescence. This syndrome is often coupled
with deficits in literacy (Croona et al., 1999; Lindgren
et al., 2004; Lundberg et al., 2005; Monjauze et al., 2005;
Papavasiliou et al., 2005; Northcott et al., 2007; Staden
et al., 2007; Ay et al., 2009; Clarke et al., 2009; Tedrus
et al., 2009; Goldberg-Stern et al., 2010; Smith et al.,
2012), language (Baglietto et al., 2001; Monjauze et
al., 2005; Riva et al., 2007; Volkl-Kernstock et al., 2009;
Verrotti et al., 2010), and attention (Giordani et al., 2006;
Deltour et al., 2007; Kavros et al., 2008a; Cerminara
et al., 2010). The disorder is described as benign, but
based upon the time course of childhood reading dif-
ficulties (Catts et al., 2002) and attentional impairments
(Spira and Fischel, 2005) in other patient populations,
neuropsychological impairmentsmaypersist into later
life. The following account focuses on the difficul-
ties that children with RE experience in attention and
how they might be linked with co-occurring literacy
impairments.
Attentional processes are complex but can be broadly
divided into approximately two categories. The first
of these entails orienting to and detecting target sti-
muli amongst non-targets. Top down processing of
targets ismost commonlymeasured,where a response
is required to a predefined target embedded within
a stream of non-targets, typically using a continuous
performance task (CPT) or a cancellation task (CT).
Other most commonly utilised attention tasks involve
a component of inhibition. Several tasks are available
to measure subtle differences within executive func-
tion (EF), including: the stop task, inwhich apre-potent
response to “go” must be inhibited in response to
rare “stop” signals which follow very closely behind
these “go” signals; the stroop task, inwhich a frequent,
congruent response must be suppressed in favour of
an infrequent, incongruent one; the go/no-go task,
in which a pre-potent signal to respond is intersper-
sed with infrequent “no-go” signals; and switching or
shifting tasks, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting
Task, in which response rules are periodically chan-
ged throughout the task, requiring cognitive flexibility
and a shift in engagement. Overarching most aspects
of these EFs is the ability to sustain attention over a
prolonged period (for more details of these tasks see
Rubia et al. [2007]).
A systematic review of attention in children with RE
(Kavros et al., 2008b) brings together 14 studies of
attention to examine the nature of the problem in
this specific patient population. The majority of stu-
dies reviewed used either target detection tasks or
tasks of inhibition, such as those outlined above, and
found deficits where both of these kinds of tasks were
used.More recent studies of attention in childrenwith
RE have added to this evidence (Giordani et al., 2006;
Deltour et al., 2007; Cerminara et al., 2010).
Our teamhasbeenexploringattention inchildrenwith
RE andwe present here some recent data fromour lab.
We have access to a large sample of children with RE
andwehave shownfirstly that 20%of themhave symp-
toms of ADHD,which is significantly greater than rates
seen in the general population (Hernández-Vega et al.,
2014). Although it has been pointed out that a distinc-
tionshouldbemadebetweenadiagnosisofADHDand
the presence of attentional impairments (Cerminara
et al., 2010), it is clear that one of the hallmarks of
children with ADHD is the presence of attentional
deficits and furthermore, neurofunctional abnormali-
ties during tasks of inhibition and attention have been
found in this patient group (Smith et al., 2006, Smith et
al., 2008) which correspond with attentional networks,
particularly fronto-cingulate regions (Fan et al., 2005).
Secondly, in a study of the cognitive deficits seen in
families with childrenwith RE, wewere able to confirm
the findings from the systematic review that children
with RE have deficits in target detection as measured
by the CPT, and also that these deficits are present in
their siblings unaffected by RE. This latter finding sug-
gests that attentional difficulties are not explained by
the presence of the seizures or spikes associated with
RE. Instead, their presence in siblings unaffected by RE
may be due to susceptibility factors shared between
attentional deficits and RE.
We also wanted to know whether these attentional
deficits were related to reading difficulties in our
sample of 23 children with RE and their siblings.
Although it is now well established that phonologi-
cal processing is a strong predictor of reading success
and that deficits in this domain explain the reading
difficulties experienced by individuals with dyslexia
(Snowling, 1995; Carroll and Snowling, 2004), attentio-
nal processes are likely to have an important role in
reading. In typical readers, 10% of the variance asso-
ciated with reading comprehension was explained by
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attentional control, and was shown to be as impor-
tant as phonological processing in predicting reading
(Conners, 2009). However, the task used to measure
attentional control in that studywasacomplex tracking
task involving several automatic, as well as effortful,
functionsand, as such,not apuremeasureof attention.
Further analysis of our data (unpublished) shows that
commission errors on our purer measure of atten-
tion (the CPT) correlate significantly with all literacy
measures of the GrayOral Reading Test, including rea-
ding rate (r=0.63; p=0.002), accuracy (r=0.52; p=0.02),
fluency (r=0.66; p=0.001), and comprehension (r=0.58;
p=0.006). These correlations suggest that in this albeit
small sample of children with RE and their siblings,
attention accounted for approximately one third of the
variance associatedwithperformance. The implication
of these findings is that reading difficulties in children
with RE may be underpinned by attentional deficits,
which warrants further investigation.
Furthermore, given this strong association with atten-
tion and reading comprehension, it is possible that
attentional training may have benefits for this patient
group. This has not been extensively explored but
evidence exists that attentional training can enhance
several aspects of attentional function and behaviour
in children with ADHD (Shalev et al., 2007; Beck et al.,
2010) and furthermore, has been shown to improve
literacy in this patient group (Shalev et al., 2007).
In the light of these findings by our own team and
others, a future goal should be to establish a com-
prehensive understanding of the neuropsychological
deficits observed in children with RE with a large
sample size. While attentional deficits are clearly
present, the evidence remains less clear about lite-
racy problems and whether attention is as important
as phonological processing in predicting these diffi-
culties. If this is the case, this population of children
with RE may constitute a separate sub-group of poor
readers.
Psychosocial aspects, parental reactions
and needs in idiopathic focal epilepsies
Thalia Valeta
Our study aimed to document the psychosocial
aspects of, parental reactions to, and needs associated
with idiopathic focal epilepsies (IFEs). The psychoso-
cial effectsof IFEonparents, their reactions, andneeds,
were assessed using a questionnaire that I specifically
designed for this purpose. Out of 100 parents of chil-
drenwith epilepsywhocompleted thequestionnaires,
22were parents of childrenwith IFE (Rolandic epilepsy,
Panayiotopoulos syndrome, and late-onset childhood
occipital epilepsy of Gastaut). The questionnaire has
good internal consistency. Parents of children with
IFE expressed significant panic, fear, anxiety, shock,
terror, and thoughts about death. Their sleep and qua-
lity of work were affected. The behaviour of half of
the parents towards their children changed. Most of
the parents expressed the need for education on epi-
lepsies and psychological support for the child and
themselves. They also expressed the need to parti-
cipate in groups of parents with the same problem.
This study is the first to provide detailed evidence
that, despite the fact that IFE has an excellent prog-
nosis, parental reactions are severe and their needs
are significant and unmet. Completing the specifically
designed questionnaire has given the parents space
to reflect on their experience and express their fee-
lings. The results inform physicians and consequently
help to improve prevention and treatment outcome.
The results of this study indicate that there is a need
for family management, education, and psychological
support for parents of children with IFE.
The psychosocial impact of epilepsy on affected
children and their families is manifold with nume-
rous and often synergistically interacting medical,
psychological, economic, educational, personal, and
social repercussions (Camfield, 2007; Valeta et al.,
2008; Valeta, 2010). The adjustment and other pro-
blems experienced by childrenwith epilepsy and their
parents have always been of concern to clinicians and
healthcare providers. Understandably, attention and
research has been primarily focused on severe epilep-
sies because of profound challenges in dealing with
frequent and severe seizures, an endless quest for
seizure control, and additional physical, social, and
psychological problems.
Compared to other forms of epilepsy, the burden pla-
ced on the parents of children with IFEs, also known
asbenign childhood focal epilepsies (Panayiotopoulos
et al., 2008), has not been emphasized because of
the comparative ease with which IFEs are medically
managed and their comparatively better prognoses.
Nevertheless, psychological research over the last
decade (Valeta, 2005, 2011, 2012) has suggested that in
children with IFE, parental attitudes and reactions are
often severe and contrast with the physician’s percep-
tion of these epilepsies as uncomplicated and benign
conditions.
The purpose of this report is to show evidence that,
despite their excellent prognosis, IFE represent a dra-
matic experience for the patients and the parents. The
parents have significant and unmet needs that may
affect the quality of their life, their parental role, and
therefore the functioningof their childrenand thequa-
lity of life of the whole family.
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Methods
My personal interest started in 2000, when talking
extensively to parents of children with IFE; I was tou-
ched, impressed, and inspired by their experiences. I
realised that they were concerned about many more
issues other than the seizures themselves and those
that they were able to discuss with their physician.
Consequently, I designed a questionnaire in order to:
– identify the parents’ reactions and needs;
– identify the parents’ feelings during and after the
seizure;
– examine the relationship between the parents and
their children after the event;
– examine how the event has affected their family;
– and identify its impact on the child’s health, deve-
lopment, and future.
The initial questionnaire with the response of 15
parents of children with IFE in St. Thomas’ Hospital
was published in 2005 (Valeta, 2005).
Subsequently, in 2008, I initiated a study on parental
reactions and needs of children with epilepsy in gene-
ral. I modified and translated the questionnaire into
Greek. The questionnaire, named “Valeta ThaliaQues-
tionnaire for Parents of children with Epilepsy©”1, has
been validated and consists of 34 questions, of which
18 are qualitative and 16 quantitative. The question-
naire covers the following themes:
– parents’ and children’s demographic and clinical
data;
– parental attitude, reaction and feelings during and
after the seizures;
– parental experience to the medical examination;
– impact of seizures on parent-child relationship;
– impact of seizures on the family;
– parental reactions and attitude outside the family;
– parental reactionsandattitude toantiepilepticdrugs;
– parental needs other than medical.
Parents were recruited from the clinical practice at
the department of Child Neurology, Agia Sophia Chil-
dren’s Hospital in Athens. Children with epilepsy
were classified according to the ILAE classifications
(Berg et al., 2010). Out of 100 parents of children
with epilepsy who completed the questionnaire, 22
were parents of childrenwith IFE, comprising Rolandic
epilepsy, Panayiotopoulos syndrome, and late-onset
childhood occipital epilepsy of Gastaut.
For analysis of the open-ended questions, descriptive
statistics were used (e.g. means, standard deviation,
frequency, and % cumulative frequency). Data from
the qualitative questions were processed via content
1 Researchers who would like to use “Valeta Th. Questionnaire
for Parents with Children with Epilepsy©”, please contact the
author at: tvjoyflower@aol.com
analysis methods. The parents’ answers (raw data)
were summarised in higher order themes in order
to provide, in a more parsimonious manner, the
participants’ behaviour, reaction, and feelings, before,
during and after a seizure. Reliability and internal
consistency were 0.73 as measured using Cronbach’s
alpha, with inter-item correlations of 0.379, and cor-
rected item total correlations of 0.355. The participants
were given the opportunity to provide more than
one answer in order to portray their experiences and
express their feelings.
Results
The responses of theparents of childrenwith IFE to the
questionnaire provide interesting material on social
and psychological issues. One quarter of parents reac-
ted to their children’s seizures in ways that are not
medically recommended, or are potentially harmful,
such as putting a spoon into the child’s mouth, giving
the child a bath, or lifting the child from the floor.
To protect their children from social stigma or from
bullying at school, parents discussed seizures with
the child involved and the extended family more than
with friends or the child’s school. Half of the parents
said that their behaviour towards the child had chan-
ged. They describedbecomingoverprotective and less
demanding in school performance. Someparent-child
relationships became closer and some did not change.
The following results fromsix representativequestions
illustrate the parental reactions and feelings during
and after seizures, the effect that seizures have on eve-
ryday life and, finally, the parental needs of children
with IFE. All the percentages are based on the ans-
wers/responses of the parents and not on the number
of parents/participants.
– Feelings of parents during the seizure:
Negative feelings: fear, panic, terror: 37.5%; bad: 15.6%;
anxiety: 9.4%; insecurity: 28.1%; guilt: 3.1%; thoughts
about death: 6.3%; calm: 3.1%; denial: 3.1%. For this
question, the results were dramatic because the fee-
lings of nearly all the parents during the seizure were
negative.
– Feelings of parents after the seizure:
Negative feelings: panic, fear, terror: 34%; anxiety: 31%;
disappointment: 31.8%. Positive feelings: joy: 45%.
Neutral feelings: secure under the doctor’s care: 9.1%.
Denial was expressed by 9.1%. For this question, panic,
anxiety, and disappointment dominated. Some expe-
rienced joy and relief. The high percentage of joy and
relief was due to the attack ending and the child reco-
vering. During and after the event, we noticed parents
expressing denial about a problem, which may have
come from extreme fear.
Figure 3 shows the results for the question: “has the
event influenced you in the following areas?” Figure 4
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Figure 3. Results for the question: “has the event influenced you
in the following areas?”
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Figure 4. Results for the question: “how long has this lasted?
years, months, weeks”
shows the results for the question: “how long has
this lasted? years, months, weeks?” The event affected
parentsmostly in that theywere scared, and their sleep
and quality of work was affected (figure 3), mostly for
months, but for someyears andothersweeks (figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the results for the question: “do you
need help other than medical?” Figure 6 shows the
results for the question: “do you need help in any of
the following areas?”
The parents need help other than medical attention
(figure 5), more specifically, education on epilepsies,
psychological support for the child, parental support
and advocacy groups, and psychological support for
themselves (figure 6).
Discussion
This is the first study to provide quantitative and
qualitative evidence that IFE has a dramatic impact
on parents, with multiple emotional, psychological,
Yes
75%
No
25%
Figure 5. Results for the question: “do you need help other than
medical?”
54.2%
Psychological
support for
the child
Psychological
support for
the parents
Education on
epilepsies
Parents groups
with the same
problem
45.8%
66.7%
Yes
45.8%
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Figure 6. Results for the question: “do you need help in any of
the following areas?”
social, and medical ramifications. As the results of this
study show, this impact is much more severe than one
wouldexpect fromabenignandself-limitedcondition.
Unmet negative feelings of panic, fear, and thoughts
about death, as mentioned in the results section, may
affect the parents’ reactions and attitude and conse-
quently their parental role, the functioning of their
children, and the quality of life of the whole family.
Thus, it is crucial that parents are given sufficient time
and opportunity to discuss their concerns with specia-
lists.
I suggest that health care professionals working with
children who have IFE consider the following:
– Parents should be given general information about
IFE and training to remain calm and confident about
their children’s condition. Demonstrations of first aid
practices for seizures are necessary.
– Educating parents about epilepsies and different
types of seizure will help to alleviate the social stigma
surrounding these conditions, which parents often
pass on to their children.
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– Parents who have watched their child during a
seizure need specific information and psychological
support to overcome anxiety, fear, panic, and other
negative feelings, as detailed in the results ofmy study.
This should be properly addressed from the time of
first diagnosis, in order to improve the quality of life of
the child and family.
– Anxiety and fear may result in overprotection, which
interferes with parent/child separation and indepen-
dence. Psychological support will help parents and
patients, with coping techniques to manage stress,
anger, anxiety or self-esteem. It can moderate paren-
tal perceptions of the child’s illness and the marital
strain related to the child’s rearing, thus contribute to
effective parenting.
I hope that the results ofmy studywill assist thepatient
and parents, inform the physician, and, consequently,
help to improve the treatment outcome.
Recent progress in the genetics of
“idiopathic” childhood focal epilepsies
Gaetan Lesca, Gabrielle Rudolf, Pierre Szepetowski
So-called “idiopathic”, focal epilepsies of child-
hood are age-related epilepsy syndromes that mainly
occur during critical developmental periods. Benign
childhood epilepsy with centro-temporal spikes, or
Rolandic epilepsy (BECTS/RE), is the most frequent
form of childhood idiopathic focal epilepsies (IFEs).
Together with the Landau-Kleffner syndrome (also
known as “acquired” epilepsy-aphasia) and the
syndrome of continuous spike-and-waves during
slow-wave sleep, RE exists on a single and continuous
epilepsy-aphasia spectrum of childhood epileptic
disorders with associated speech and language defi-
cits. The pathophysiology has long been attributed to
a complex interplay between brain development and
maturation processes on the one hand and suscepti-
bility genes on the other. Studies based on variable
combinations of molecular cytogenetics, Sanger and
next-generation DNA sequencing tools, and functio-
nal assays have led to the identification and validation
of simple genetic mutations that can directly cause
various types of childhood IFEs with variable degree of
severity. The recent identification of GRIN2A defects
in the epilepsy-aphasia spectrum represents a first
step and makes significant progress in understanding
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms.
While the relationships between RE and various
comorbid conditions (e.g. migraine, cognitive and
behavioural issues, or reading impairment) have
recently been increasingly recognised, the association
with transient or permanent speech and/or language
impairment has actually long been reported, including
the identification of the genetic syndrome of RE with
verbal dyspraxia (Scheffer et al., 1995; Kugler et al.,
2008). The continuous spike-and-waves during slow-
wave sleep syndrome (CSWS) and the Landau-Kleffner
syndrome (LKS), also known as “acquired” epileptic
aphasia, are two closely related epileptic encepha-
lopathies (EEs) that represent more severe and less
frequent forms of the IFE continuum. Indeed, each of
these syndromes is now considered a different clinical
expression of the same pathological spectrum (Rudolf
et al., 2009), which share the association of typically
infrequent seizures with paroxysmal EEG discharges
activated during drowsiness and sleep, and with more
or less severe neuropsychological deficits.
A more modern view that takes into account the
recent advances in determining the genetic origin of
various types of epilepsies has recently challenged
the classic distinction between idiopathic and symp-
tomatic epilepsies (Berg et al., 2010). For instance, it
was unexpectedly demonstrated that EEs of various
types, such as Dravet or Ohtahara syndromes, can
have simple, monogenic causes (Depienne et al., 2012;
Epi4K Consortium et al., 2013); conversely, epilepsies
of genetic origin (formerly considered as idiopathic)
can be associated with comorbid neurological condi-
tions (e.g. migraine, behavioural or cognitive issues)
or with structural lesions (e.g. cortical dysplasia). In
the IFE, the possible existence of behavioural and
cognitive issues, for instance, inherently challenged
the use of the “idiopathic” term. It had long been
assumed that in contrast to generalised epilepsies,
most focal epilepsies are caused by lesions, infec-
tions, tumours, etc., and are under hardly any genetic
influence. Twin studies and familial concurrences then
indicated that focal epilepsies can also be sustained
by genetic factors (Ryan, 1995). As an example, the
mapping and the subsequent identification of the
first “idiopathic epilepsy” gene (CHRNA4) encoding
a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit was obtai-
ned in autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe
epilepsy (ADNFLE) (Steinlein et al., 1995; Berkovic et
al., 2006). Since then, several genes responsible for
this and for other types of focal epilepsies have been
identified.
Familial aggregation has long been recognised in RE
(Neubauer et al., 1998). Relatives of RE patients display
a higher risk of epilepsy (notably RE, LKS or CSWS)
than control individuals (De Tiege et al., 2006; Vears
et al., 2012; Dimassi et al., 2014). Most RE, however,
does not show simple inheritance. In recent years,
one susceptibility gene for centro-temporal spikes in
RE, ELP4, was proposed (Strug et al., 2009) and rare
mutations that might influence RE were identified in
the paralogous RBFOX1 and RBFOX3 neuronal splicing
regulators (Lal et al., 2013a).
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In contrast to RE, the genetic influence in LKS and
CSWS has long remained controversial (Landau and
Kleffner, 1957; De Tiege et al., 2006; Rudolf et al., 2009)
and a role for autoimmunity was even hypothesized
(Connolly et al., 1999; Nieuwenhuis and Nicolai, 2006).
Recent advances in molecular cytogenetics and next-
generation DNA sequencing have dramatically helped
in addressing this issue. Consistent with the exis-
tence of genomic defects (copy number variations)
thatmayhavepossiblepathophysiological influence in
numerous human disorders including the epilepsies
(Helbig et al., 2009; Mefford et al., 2010), the scree-
ning of a series of 61 patients with LKS or CSWS led
to an overall picture with highly heterogeneous geno-
mic architecture (Lesca et al., 2012). A large number
of potentially pathogenic alterations corresponded to
genomic regions or genes (e.g. encoding cell adhe-
sion proteins) that were either associated with the
spectrum of autism disorders, or involved in speech
or language impairment. This was of interest given
the well-known association of LKS and CSWS spec-
trum with autistic-like manifestations (e.g. regression,
disturbance of social interactions, perseveration) and
language disorders. Particularly, the detection of seve-
ral de novo genomic alterations in sporadic cases
pointed to the possible role of several genes (Lesca
et al., 2012), including the NMDA glutamate receptor
subunit gene GRIN2A, in LKS and CSWS.
Since then, the crucial and direct causal role of de
novo or inherited GRIN2A mutations of various types
(microdeletions, splice-site, nonsense, and missense
mutations) in LKS, CSWS, and RE with verbal dys-
praxia, has beendemonstrated in threeparallel studies
(Carvill et al., 2013; Lemke et al., 2013b; Lesca et al.,
2013). It appears thatup to20%ofdisorders in this spec-
trum can be caused by simple defects in a single gene.
An even more recent genomic study was performed
at the milder end of the LKS/CSWS/RE spectrum; in a
series of 47 patients with RE, one GRIN2A microdele-
tion and two 16p11.2microduplications encompassing
the PRRT2 gene were identified (Dimassi et al., 2014).
PRRT2 was recently shown to be involved in a wide
range of paroxysmal neurological disorders, including
infantile convulsions, paroxysmal dyskinesia (mostly
kinesigenic), or hemiplegic migraine, which were
variably associated (Cloarec et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012).
Interestingly, a p.Asn327Ser partial gain-of-
glycosylation mutation in the Sushi repeat-containing
SRPX2 protein had been reported previously in a
large family with RE, verbal dyspraxia, and intellec-
tual disability (Roll et al., 2006). The SRPX2 gene is
transcriptionally down-regulated by the so-called
“speech gene”, FOXP2 (Roll et al., 2010), mutations
in which can cause verbal dyspraxia (Lai et al., 2001).
Since then, it was shown that the p.Asn327Ser SRPX2
dominant-negative mutation co-segregated with a
p.Ala716Thr GLUN2A (the protein product of the
GRIN2A gene) missense mutation in most affected
members of the same family (Lesca et al., 2013).
p.Asn327Ser was also detected in a few so-called
control individuals according to the Exome Variant
Server database (Piton et al., 2013). On the one hand,
those findings clearly challenged the direct causal
role of this SRPX2 mutation. On the other hand, the
rat Srpx2 knock-down in utero was shown to have
dramatic consequences on neuronal migration in the
developing rat cerebral cortex, and led to postnatal
epileptiform activity that could be prevented early
on by maternal administration of tubacin (Salmi et
al., 2013). Also, it was recently demonstrated that
Srpx2 influences synaptogenesis and vocalization in
the mouse. Overall, SRPX2 mutation might well be
a strong genetic risk factor for neurodevelopmental
disorders, including RE with verbal dyspraxia; in fact,
a splice site SRPX2 mutation was reported in one
patient with autism (Lim et al., 2013). As GRIN2A
mutations unambiguously cause disorders of the
epilepsy-aphasia spectrum, whether and how the
SRPX2 and GRIN2A products and related molecular
networks would interfere with each other at the
molecular and at the cellular levels at specific deve-
lopmental stages emerges as an important question
that surely deserves future investigations. Together
with the future identification of other genetic and
non-genetic factors involved in the spectrum of IFE,
and of epilepsy-aphasia in particular, this will help in
understanding the pathophysiology of this fascinating
group of disorders situated at the crossroads of
epileptic, cognitive, behavioural, and speech and
language disorders.
Copy number variations
in the idiopathic focal epilepsies
Ingo Helbig, Dennis Lal, Hiltrud Muhle,
Bernd A Neubauer
Copy number variations (CNVs) are duplications or
deletions of chromosomal segments. While structural
genomic variation on a larger scale has been known
to be the cause of rare genetic disorders for a long
time, the abundance of variation on a submicroscopic
scale cameas a surprise to thefieldof genetic research.
Up to 10% of the human genome is considered copy-
number variable, i.e. deletions or duplications in these
regions can be observed in healthy individuals (Itsara
et al., 2009). In addition, an increasing number of
copy number variations are associated with neurode-
velopmental disorders, including the idiopathic focal
epilepsies (IFEs) (Helbiget al., 2009; deKovelet al., 2010;
Mefford et al., 2010; Reutlinger et al., 2010). Amongst
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the various microdeletions and microduplications,
variations in the GRIN2A gene are strongly associa-
ted with electrical status epilepticus during slow-wave
sleep (ESES), atypical benign partial epilepsy (ABPE),
and Landau-Kleffner syndrome (LKS) (Reutlinger et al.,
2010; Carvill et al., 2013; Lemke et al., 2013b; Lesca et
al., 2013). To some extent, deletions encompassing the
GRIN2A gene are also observed in less severe IFEs, i.e.
typical Rolandic epilepsy. In this review, we summarise
the current approaches regarding structural genomic
variants, their relevance to neurodevelopmental disor-
ders, and their role in the IFEs.
Copy number variations in the human genome
Copy number variations in the human genome fall
into two big classes: recurrent copy number variants
due to the underlying genomic architecture and non-
recurrent deletion or duplication events (Itsara et
al., 2009). Recurrent structural genomic variants fre-
quently arise due to the intricate architecture of the
human genome, a complicated meshwork of dele-
tions,duplications, andmorecomplex rearrangements
due to the recent evolutionary history of the species
(Mefford and Eichler, 2009). These structural genomic
features generate default breakpoints in the human
genome through segmental duplications, particular
small regions of the genome with a high degree
of similarity (“microhomology”) (Zhang et al., 2009).
During meiosis, a process referred to as non-allelic
homologous recombination (NAHR) may result in the
deletion or duplication of the interspersed genomic
material (Shaw and Lupski, 2004). Depending on the
size and gene composition of the interspersed region,
deletions or duplications may result in neurodevelop-
mental disorders. These genomic hotspots, including
microdeletions at 1q21.1, 15q13.3, 16p13.11, 16p11.2
and 15q11.2, are amongst the most frequent events
found in neurodevelopmental disorders (Girirajan et
al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2011). Homogeneous pheno-
types due to deletions or duplications in genomic
hotspots, such as Angelman syndrome, are referred
to as genomic disorders (Lupski, 1998). Other rare
deletion and duplication events encompass particular
candidate genes, but are non-recurrent with different
genomic breakpoints in each patient; deletions asso-
ciatedwithhumanepilepsies include the1q44deletion
and variations of the SHANK3, NRXN1, and RBFOX1
genes (Caliebe et al., 2010; Han et al., 2013; Lal et al.,
2013a; Lal et al., 2013b; Moller et al., 2013).
Degrees of pathogenicity
By 2014, structural genomic variations were assessed
on a routine clinical basis in tens of thousands of
patients with intellectual disability and autism or
patients with syndromic features (Girirajan et al., 2010;
Cooper et al., 2011). Also, large control datasets are
available that allow researchers to assess possible fin-
dings against the normal variation in copy numbers in
unaffected individuals. Given these unique and large
datasets, it was possible to identify pathogenic struc-
tural genomic variants beyond the classic genomic
disorders. Large datasets made it possible to identify
structural genomic variants with variable penetrance
and phenotypic heterogeneity, including the micro-
deletions 15q11.2, 15q13.3, and 16p13.11, and CNVs
that were identified through a “genome first” strategy
(Mefford et al., 2008; Girirajan et al., 2010), linking
entirely unrelated phenotypes through common
genetic findings that are absent in controls. The latter
applies to the 1q21.1 microdeletion, which has also
been identified in patients with IFEs (Mefford et al.,
2010).
Assessing pathogenicity
The high frequency of unique structural genomic
variation in thehumangenomeposes a difficultywhen
trying to assess the pathogenic role of a deletion or
duplication identified in an individual patient (Conrad
et al., 2010). Even though cohort data suggest that
groups of patients with neurodevelopmental disor-
ders or various epilepsies have a significantly higher
frequency of structural genomic variants than unaffec-
ted controls (Cooper et al., 2011; Helbig et al., 2013),
the interpretation at the level of a single CNV might
be difficult. In fact, most structural genomic variants
identified in a given individual are likely to be transmit-
ted from parents. This confounds the interpretation of
thepathogenicity unless additional information canbe
taken into account. Accordingly, guidelines have been
suggested for the interpretation of CNVs in patients
with neurodevelopmental disorders (Miller et al., 2010;
Mefford et al., 2011). For example, CNVs may be clas-
sified as pathogenic, likely pathogenic, or of unknown
significance. Pathogenic CNVs are de novo deletions
or deletions involving known epilepsy genes. Likely
pathogenic CNVs are de novo duplications or any
CNVs larger than 1 Mb of unknown inheritance. All
other CNVs that have not been previously observed
in controls and encompass genes are considered to
be of unknown significance. This classification already
implies that the interpretation of copy number varia-
tions in a clinical context is conservative, given the
flood of unique and individual deletions and duplica-
tions in the human genome (Conrad et al., 2010). With
respect to the genetic architecture of human disease,
copy number variations were the first example of rare
genetic variants, foreshadowing many of the issues in
the interpretation of rare genetic variants from current
massive parallel sequencing studies.
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CNVs in the idiopathic focal epilepsies
In the following, we aim to provide a list of bona
fide CNV findings in IFEs, including the full spectrum
of Rolandic epilepsy, atypical benign partial epilepsy,
Landau-Kleffner syndrome, and electrical status epi-
lepticus during slow-wave sleep. We have selected
structural genomic variants reported in the literature
based on the following criteria:
– aparticular structural genomic variationor candidate
gene encompassed by a structural genomic varia-
tion that has been observed at least twice in patients
with IFE;
– or a particular CNV that has been observed at least
once in a patient with IFE and additionally in patients
with other neurodevelopmental disorders.
We have deliberately excluded structural genomic
variants from this list that were only found once, as
they constitute variants of unknown significance, the
interpretation of which is difficult. This list of structu-
ral genomic variants includes various microdeletions
at genomic hotspots and two candidate genes affected
by non-recurrent exonic deletions.
Genomic hotspots in idiopathic focal epilepsies
Structural genomic variations at genomic hotspots
were the first recurrent genetic risk factors identi-
fied for a common epilepsy syndrome, particularly
idiopathic or genetic generalised epilepsy (IGE/GGE)
(Dibbens et al., 2009; Helbig et al., 2009; de Kovel
et al., 2010). Among the various hotspot deletions, the
microdeletion at 15q13.3 assumes themost prominent
role. The copy number variation can be found in up to
1% of patients with IGE/GGE, but is virtually absent in
control cohorts. Other structural genomic variations
that are prominent in IGE/GGE are the microdeletions
15q11.2 and 16p13.11 (de Kovel et al., 2010). These
variants, however, representmoderate risk factors and
are also identified in a significant subset of unaffected
individuals.OtherCNVs, including themicrodeletions
at 1q21.1, 16p11.2 and 22q11.2, and microduplica-
tions at 16p11.2, were identified in single patients
(de Kovel et al., 2010; Mefford et al., 2010; Mefford
et al., 2011; Dimassi et al., 2013). Microdeletions at
22q11.2 (Di George region) show some association
with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (Lemke et al., 2009;
Helbig et al., 2013).
With respect to the IFEs, individual patients have
been describedwithmicrodeletions at 1q21.1, 16p12.1,
16p13.11, and 15q13.3 (Mefford et al., 2010; Kevelam
et al., 2012; Lesca et al., 2013). Given the known lin-
kage of the 15q13.3 region to the EEG phenotype of
centro-temporal spikes (Neubauer et al., 1998), the
lack of 15q13.3 microdeletions in IFE compared to
the relative abundance in generalised epilepsies is
astounding. However, this observation is congruent
with the observed absence of 15q13.3 microdeletions
in temporal lobe epilepsy (Heinzen et al., 2010). This
suggests a novel phenotypic boundary that delineates
15q13.3 microdeletion-related phenotypes, such as
IGE/GGE, autism, and intellectual disability, from other
epilepsy phenotypes, particularly the non-lesional
focal epilepsies. A single patient with ESES/CSWS
has been described to carry a 15q13.3 microdeletion
(Kevelam et al., 2012), which has so far not been repor-
ted in less severe phenotypes.
Candidate genes affected by non-canonical CNVs
GRIN2A
The GRIN2A gene has emerged as the major candi-
date gene for the IFEs. Reutlinger et al., first observed
the association between GRIN2A and ESES/CSWS in
three patients with larger, overlapping microdeletions
(Reutlinger et al., 2010). The GRIN2A gene emerged as
the only gene in the overlapping region in all three
patients. Subsequently, further deletions and muta-
tions were identified in GRIN2A, suggesting that this
gene mutation is present in up to one third of patients
with IFEs (Reutlinger et al., 2010; Carvill et al., 2013;
Lemke et al., 2013b; Lesca et al., 2013). While the role
ofGRIN2A variation is not entirely clear in phenotypes
at the more benign end of the IFE spectrum, the role
in epilepsy-aphasia phenotypes, including ESES/CSWS
and LKS, is uncontested. In fact, GRIN2A is one of the
few genes implicated in human epilepsy that is found
in a significant proportion of patients with a given
phenotype, a role that is only paralleled by the impor-
tance of SCN1Amutations inDravet syndrome (Hirose
et al., 2013).
The GRIN2A gene encodes the NR2A subunit of the
NMDA receptor, one of the main glutamate recep-
tors in the central nervous system. At first glance, the
involvement of GRIN2A in human epilepsy appears
paradoxical, given that a gene dosage effect with redu-
ced expression of the GRIN2A gene would reduce
excitation rather than increase it. However, given the
known interactions between NMDA receptor subu-
nits, it can be speculated that the lack of GRIN2A is
compensated by other subunits, such as the NR2B
subunit, encoded by the GRIN2B gene. In particular,
the NR2B subunit has different kinetics that might
favour an overall increase in excitation. In addition,
these subunits are regulated dynamically during deve-
lopment, providing a template that may account for
the age-dependence of IFE phenotypes. The role of
GRIN2B in human epilepsy is further corroborated by
the recent identification of activating GRIN2B muta-
tions in infantile spasms (Epi4K Consortium, 2013;
Lemke et al., 2013a).
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MDGA2
Lesca and collaborators described recurrent deletions
affecting the MDGA2 gene (Lesca et al., 2012), coding
for theMAMdomain-containing glycosylphosphatidy-
linositol anchor protein 2. This protein represents a
cell adhesion molecule, which is known to bind neu-
roligin 2, and regulates the development of inhibitory
synapses (Lee et al., 2013). While the MDGA2 pro-
tein represents an interesting candidate protein, the
interpretation of the genetic data demonstrates the
complexity and difficulty in interpreting the pathoge-
nic role of microdeletions against the river of rare,
but benign variants. While larger deletions involving
the MDGA2 gene are absent in control populations,
smaller deletions affecting only parts of the gene have
been reported in control databases.While it is unclear
whether these smaller deletions are real findings ver-
sus false positive database entries, this observation
calls into question the pathogenic nature of MDGA2
deletions. However, even though the rate of false posi-
tive findings in CNV databases is decreasing, some
earlier studies using bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) arrays have overestimated the size of CNVs
in control populations. This may “mask” true patho-
genic variants as has been observed previously for
the 1q21.1 microdeletion (Sharp, 2009). Taken toge-
ther, the study by Lesca and collaborators implies
MDGA2 deletions as a rare cause of ESES/CSWS, but
the identification of further patientsmay help disperse
remaining doubts.
Conclusion
The role of structural genomic variants came as a sur-
prise to the field of epilepsy genetics and various
studies suggest an attributable risk of up to 5% for
larger deletions. Current bona fide structural geno-
mic variants implicated in IFE include various genomic
hotspot deletions, as well as microdeletions spanning
the GRIN2A and MDGA2 gene. With current, large-
scale studiesunderway, thenumberof candidateCNVs
for IFE and the proportion of patients with explanatory
findings is likely to increase in the near future.
The genetics of centro-temporal
sharp waves
Laura Addis, Lisa J. Strug, Deb K. Pal
Rolandic epilepsy (RE) or benign epilepsy with centro-
temporal spikes (BECTS) is a common childhood
neurodevelopmental disorder that is part of a pheno-
typic spectrum of idiopathic (genetic) focal epilepsies
(IFEs). This spectrum encompasses RE, atypical benign
partial epilepsy (ABPE), Landau-Kleffner syndrome
(LKS), and the most severe: epileptic encephalopathy
with continuous spike-and-waves during slow-wave
sleep (CSWS) (Gobbiet al., 2006). All REpatients exhibit
the defining electroencephalographic (EEG) abnorma-
lity of centro-temporal sharp waves (CTS), which can
also be seen in other IFEs.
Theonsetof focal seizures inRE is frequently preceded
in early childhood by various developmental deficits,
including speech dyspraxia and impairments in lan-
guage and literacy, and attention (Kavros et al., 2008a;
Smith et al., 2012; Hernández-Vega et al., 2015; Smith et
al., 2015). These neuropsychological deficits, as well as
migraine, also cluster in families of RE patients who do
not have epilepsy themselves (Clarke et al., 2006; Strug
et al., 2012; Addis et al., 2013). Both the seizures and
theCTS spontaneously remit at adolescence, although
the prognosis for the other neurodevelopmental pro-
blems is less favourable.
CTS is common (2-4%) in typically developing chil-
dren of both genders (Eeg-Olofsson et al., 1971), but
is also observed with increased frequency in other
developmental disorders, such as attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Holtmann et al., 2003;
Holtmann et al., 2006), specific language impairment
(SLI) (Overvliet et al., 2010), and autism (Ballaban-
Gil and Tuchman, 2000). This suggests that CTS is
not specific to epilepsy, but may be a marker of, or
contributory factor to, more widespread neurodeve-
lopmental abnormalities (Doose et al., 1996).
The common or typical form of RE appears to have
a complex genetic inheritance. The genetic basis
is, however, predominantly unknown, despite recent
advances including identificationof a low frequencyof
mutations (5% of cases) in the post-synaptic glutamate
receptor subunit GRIN2A (Carvill et al., 2013; Lemke
et al., 2013b; Lesca et al., 2013); a cell growth regulator
in the mTOR pathway,DEPDC5 (Lal et al., 2014); as well
aspotentialnewcandidategenes,RBFOX1andRBFOX3
(Lal et al., 2013a).
Segregation analysis of the CTS trait in RE families
clearly demonstrates autosomal dominant inheritance
(Bali et al., 2007). However, prior to these studies,
the genetic basis of the disorder was debated due
to differing criteria for case selection, preference
for densely affected pedigrees, and EEG measure-
ment and other confounders such as age of subjects,
which may have increased genetic heterogeneity (Bali
et al., 2007). In a candidate gene study of neuro-
nal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AChR) genes in
22 families multiplex for RE and two for ABPE, CTS
was found to link to 15q14 with a multipoint LOD
score of 3.56 (Neubauer et al., 1998). However, this
locus has never been replicated, and updated geno-
mic maps realign this region to 15q13.33, a hotspot for
recurrent CNVs.
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Figure 7. A plot of the association evidence for CTS in the chromosome 11p13 region (NCBI build 36, LocusZoom viewer). Colours
represent HapMap CEU linkage disequilibrium r2 with the most significant SNPs, rs964112 as the purple diamond, and rs986527 as the
most proximal red circle.
A genome-wide linkage study for CTS in singly ascer-
tained RE families identified strongly linked markers
in a region of chromosome 11p13 with a maximum
heterogeneity LODof 4.3 (Strug et al., 2009). Both Euro-
pean and non-European ancestry families contributed
proportionally to the LOD score at this locus. Forty-
four single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were
typed across the linked region over six genes;DCDC5,
DCDC1,DPH4, IMMP1L,ELP4,andPAX6,andsignificant
evidence of association was found with three intro-
nic SNPs in the gene ELP4. This association with the
same alleles and direction of effect was replicated in
a second independent sample within this study. The
markers rs986527 in intron 5 and rs964112 in intron 9
of ELP4 provided the strongest association evidence in
the joint analysis (p=0.0002; figure 7).
Interestingly, a subsequent study has shown a pleio-
tropic effect of the 11p13 locus on speech dyspraxia
and CTS in families singly ascertained on the basis
of RE. Evidence for linkage to this locus increased
substantially to HLOD 7.5 from 4.3 at D11S914, the
same marker linked for CTS alone (Pal et al., 2010).
As speech dyspraxia precedes the appearance of CTS
by approximately four years, and siblings can have
speech dyspraxia but no CTS, it is unlikely that CTS is
causal for the speech problems, although the sponta-
neous EEGdischarges could potentially exacerbate the
speech impairment. Thecomparisonof variants inELP4
in siblings without RE themselves, but who have CTS
or verbal dyspraxia, may potentially uncover if variants
in ELP4 that associate with CTS are also associatedwith
verbal dyspraxia.
So far, the linkage and association results implicate
variants in the ELP4-PAX6 region, and both genesmake
attractive candidates. ELP4 is one of six subunits of
the Elongator complex, an incompletely characterised
protein located with different functionality in both the
nucleus (transcript elongation and gene expression)
and cytoplasm (exocytosis and tRNA modification)
(Otero et al., 1999; Svejstrup, 2007). There is increa-
sing evidence that Elongator is involved in several
different neurological disorders (reviewed in Nguyen
et al. [2009]). It is believed to play an important role
in the transcription of genes that regulate the actin
cytoskeleton and cell migration. Mutations in ELP1
cause familial dysautonomia (Slaugenhaupt et al.,
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2001), a neurodevelopmental autonomic neuropathy
that also includes EEG abnormalities and seizures,
(Niedermeyer et al., 1967), while ELP3 variants are
associated with motor neuron disease (Simpson
et al., 2009). Sequencing of the coding and promo-
ter regions of ELP4 in RE cases failed to identify any
mutations or enrichment of polymorphisms, indica-
ting that the effectormay lie in the non-coding regions
of this gene. Due to a drop off in linkage disequili-
brium, it is less likely that the causal variants reside in
the coding regions of neighbouring genes PAX6 and
IMMP1L (Strug et al., 2009). Interestingly, the intronic
regions between exons 9 and 12 of ELP4 are large and
ultraconserved. These regions contain long-range cis
regulatory enhancers for downstream PAX6,which are
tissue- or developmental stage-specific in their expres-
sion (McBride et al., 2011).
PAX6 is a transcription factor crucial for normal deve-
lopment of the eyes, spinal cord, several areas of the
brain, and other organs (Griffin et al., 2002). Dele-
tions of PAX6 with WT1 cause Wilms tumour, aniridia,
genital anomalies, and intellectual disability (WAGR
syndrome). A rare case of duplication of PAX6 and
the last two exons/introns of ELP4 has been reported
with fronto-temporal neonatal seizures, developmen-
tal delay, microcephaly, and minor ocular findings
(Aradhya et al., 2011), indicating PAX6 rearrangements
or mutations could also be responsible for neuronal
hyperexcitability. PAX6 has recently been proposed
as the foremost transcription factor governing gluta-
matergic neuronal differentiation. Overexpression of
Pax6 during rat brain development induced dysregula-
ted glutamatergic neuronal differentiation, increased
expression of glutamate transporters, and reduced
seizure thresholds and autistic-like behaviour, which
was reversed on treatment with a glutamate recep-
tor antagonist (Kim et al., 2014). Therefore, functional
evidence, from the dysregulation of PAX6 and its link
via the glutamatergic neurotransmission system with
GRIN2A, makes it a prime candidate for involvement
in CTS.
Future work on the ELP4-PAX6 locus will need to
involve deep sequencing of all variation across the
region, including non-coding regions, in both cases
and controls, in order to identify alleles that are more
frequent and potentially increase the risk for CTS.
Additional work will identify which gene is implicated
in CTS and by what mechanism. If identified variants
fall within known enhancer or promoter regions for
example, then functional work can ascertain their
effects on gene expression in model systems. Sub-
stantiating a gene in this region as a risk locus for
CTS is another step towards understanding the com-
plex genetic model of RE. Although CTS is common
in children (Eeg-Olofsson et al., 1971), only 10% with
CTSmanifest clinical seizures, indicating theremustbe
additional genetic factors acting in combination with
susceptibility variants in this region to cause either
the classic focal seizures of RE, or the other common
comorbidities. !
Supplementary data.
Summary didactic slides are available on the
www.epilepticdisorders.com website.
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TEST YOURSELF
EDUCATION
(1) What are the epilepsies in the idiopathic focal epilepsy group andwhat is the evidence that they are related
or form part of a spectrum or continuum? What other clinical overlaps exist?
(2) Name two advanced electrophysiological techniques and discuss their contribution to understanding
idiopathic focal epilepsies.
(3) What neurodevelopmental complications and comorbidities occur in Rolandic epilepsy?
Note: Reading the manuscript provides an answer to all questions. Correct answers may be accessed on the
website, www.epilepticdisorders.com, under the section “The EpiCentre”.
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